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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In the r·ea.lm •:•f t;.J.:..ste w.a..ter· treatment high qual it~.-
effluent and efficient operation become prime 
Activated sludge systems at one time were viewed as the best 
overall system because of the additional flexibility allowed 
in changing the sol ids concentration by recycling clarified 
sol ids back into the reaction chamber. These sy-:. t ems, 
howet.Jer·, have not been exempt from the difficulties of 
meeting effluent requirements characteristic of the industry. 
Feliciano Cl) reported that a General Accounting Office 
i nt.Jest i gat ion in 1980 ~ndicated that 50 to 75% of the 
treatment plants investigated were in violation of their 
discharge permits and that deficiencies of design, equipment, 
overload, operation ~nd maintenance were the chief causes. 
It is not uncommon for an activated sludge treatment plant to 
have to make modification in operation such as turning off 
half of the aeration capacity of the plant to meet effluent 
requirements 
under-designed. 
beo:ause the plant was. over-designed 
In order to properly design an activated sludge 
treatment process bench scale tests must be conducted for 
several months and the data collected and analyzed to 
1 
determine 
organisms. 
the appropriate characteristics of the 
These tests increase the design 
2 
biological 
costs of a 
treatment plant due to the extensive care required to operate 
the bench scale units. The data from these tests generally 
is analyzed by one of the standard bioKinetic models for 
determination of the size of the reaction chamber. Judgement 
errors such as using average values or an inappropriate 
percentile of the data can occur due to the characteristic 
variability of the bench scale test data when analyzed using 
various accepted models. Because of the cost and difficulty 
in understanding these concepts, many consultants bypass 
these important bench scale tests and taKe the. risk of 
improperly designing the treatment plant. 
Reinvestigation into the biological activity of this 
type of process appears warranted to develop a better 
understanding of the process and to identify potentials for 
less expensive methods of obtaining design data. An original 
modification by the author of the oxygen consumption rate 
test was used in this thesis to investigate the biological 
activity of a bench scale system in order to determine 
additional insight to the biological process and to 
investigate the potential for obtaining design data from 
oxygen consumption test analysis. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REV I EIJJ 
In order to follow the determination in this 
investigation an understanding of the basic Activated Sludge 
models as well as microbial viability and microbial mortality 
determination is important. All of the various models arise 
out of assumptions made from the mass balance of the 
microbial sol ids or the mass balance of the substrate. The 
mass balance for microbial sol ids in a system is that the 
rate of change of sol ids is equal to the sol ids leaving the 
system through wasting or effluent flow and the accumulation 
of sol ids due to growth 
dXt/dt*V = - Vw*Xt - <F-Vw>Xe + net growth rate <2-1) 
where Xt equals volatile suspended sol ids concentration, V is 
the volume of the aeration chamber or reactor, Vw is the 
volume of mix~l iquor wasted each day from the reactor, F is 
the flow of feed into the reactor and Xe is the effluent 
volatile suspended sol ids concentration leaving the system. 
At steady state the net change of sol ids is zero and the 
' 
Sol ids Retension Time CSRT> can be determined as the inverse 
of the net growth rate. 
SRT = Xt*V <2-2) 
(F-Vw>Xe + Vw*Xt 
3 
4 
The SRT can be altered simply by changing the daily volume 
wasted <V•JJ) from the reactor. The net growth rate or· i nver·se 
SRT can be converted to substrate utilization rate, discussed 
next, by dividing by the yield ratio of biological mass 
produce to substrate mass utilized <Y>. 
The activated sludge models are most often discussed 
from a substrate mass balance concept. At steady state the 
substrate entering the system <Si) must match the substrate 
uti 1 i zed by the microorganisms p l•Js the substrate 1 eav i ng the 
system < Se). 
F*Si =Microbial Utilization+ F*Se (2-3) 
The microbial utilization of substrate can be expressed as a 
substrate utilization specific to microbial mass dSg/(Xt*dt) 
or as simply substrate utilization dSg/dt. In the first case 
the substrate into the system equation would be: 
F*Si = dSg *Xt*V + F*Se 
Xt*dt 
The second choice would be: 
F*Si = ~*'vi + F*Se 
dt 
(2-4) 
(2-5) 
The various models differ only in how they express this 
substrat utilization term. One of the models expresses the 
substrate utilization term as proportional to effluent 
substrate; other models express it as a Monod function of the 
effluent substrate. Another model expresses the specific 
5 
substrate utilization as a Monod function of the ratio of 
substrate mass into the system to the mass of microbial 
sol ids in the system. 
A. Kinetic Models 
The various models used in water treatment design fal 1 
into three major groups depending upon how the substrate 
utilization is expressed. 
The first group is the Kincannon/Stever <2> model. It is 
unique in that it uses the ratio of substrate mass into the 
system to mass of microbial sol ids <F*Si/<Xt*V)) as the Key 
control factor acting on specific substrate utilization 
through a Monod relationship where the maximum substrate 
utilization is Urn and the substrate concentration of the mid 
uti 1 ization point is Kb. 
__ _:d~S~g = Um<F*Si/(Xt*V>> = 
Xt*dt Kb + <F*Si/(Xt*V)) 
1 
Kb <Xt*V> + __ 1
Urn <F*Si) Urn 
( 2-6) 
In the determination of the Urn and Kb constants, the equation 
is converted to its 1 inear form by inverting the specific 
substrate utilized and the feed to mass ratio. This 1 inear 
plot giv~s high correlation where RA2 is usually above 90%. 
The apprehensions with this mode 1 is that a) the sol ids 
concentration term is on both sides of the equation possibly 
inflating the RA2 term and b) it yet remains as an 
unexplained empirical model. The model has been used with 
success in solving operational problems. Such a case is that 
of Daigger and group using it to increase the capacity of 
their· pl.:r.nt (3). 
An interesting similarity to this model, arises in the 
alternate theory proposed by SyKes (4). SyKes discussed the 
failings of the standard Kinetic theory in basing the 
substrate utilization rate on the effluent substrate (Se) 
when in fact the effluent substrate is actually microbial by-
He modified the theor>·· such that all the s•.Jbstr·a.te 
entering the reactor was used by the cell to produce the 
sol ids, plus respiration and the effluent substrate as a cell 
growth bypr·•:.duc t 
F*S i = ')w*Xt + f*Se + Resp (2-7) 
He explained further that all the terms on the right side of 
the equation were functions of growth or· SRT v..• i th the 
respiration term bringing-in the cell maintenance term. The 
eel 1 maintenance term is Just the specific sol ids decay rate 
Kd converted to its substrate equivalent with the yield 
factor ( l<ma. in t = Kd/Y). Since the cell maintenance was 
included on the substrate balance it would not be included 
in the determination of the yield term equation. The 
determination of yield is determined from regressing the 
inverse SRT versus the feed to mass ratio or F*Si/(V*Xt). 
Note that the substrate term does not include the effluent 
substrate CSe) because all of the feed is converted for cell 
dSg = 
:<t*dt 
F*Si = Constant + Kd 
t)*Xt SRT y· 
7 
( :2-:3) 
At steady state this equation is simply the feed to mass 
ratio times SRT times the yield factor which is equal to one. 
YCF*Si>SRT = 1 (2-9) 
(t)*Xt) 
The effluent concentration CSe) was identified as a function 
of the feed concentration CSi) and the yield CY) factor 
(2-10) 
To compar·e thi-:. model vJith the Kincannon/St.:•ver model it i·:. 
necessary to get the terms in a similar form. If the 
efflc.Jent is moved to the left side of the substrate balance 
equation <2-7> then it gives the following: 
F< S i -Se) = '· . ...'w*Xt + Resp (2-11) 
Dividing through by the mass of sol ids V*Xt gives: 
FCSi-Se) = Vc,.J*Xt + Re-:.p (2-12) 
1v 1*X t 'v'*>< t V*X t 
The right side of the equation can be written as a function 
of SRT as follows: 
FCSi-Se) = constant~<--~1~~) + Kd (2-13) 
'·..J*Xt RST 
In SyKes model, the SRT can be exchanged for the feed to mass 
ratio with a yield term included which gives: 
.-. 
C• 
F<Si -Se ) = <Constant) <Y> <F*Si) + f<d (2-14) 
1.,)*)( t (l . .).:o;.)(t) y 
This form the model is quite ·:. i m i 1 ar tc• the 
Kincannon/Stover model with the Monod function simplified to 
a constant, as such it would be the 1 inear portion of the 
Kincannon/Stover model in a specific ·:.•Jb~.tr.:de •Jtilization 
versus feed to mass ratio plot. SyKes further explained how 
this model gives better modeling of data for high SRT systems 
but gives poorer prediction than the standard model for low 
SRT systems. The advantages in the SyKe model would also be 
advantages in the Kincannon/Stover model because of the 
similar· fc•r·m. 
The second group of models includes the McKinney (5) 
model which uses two possible rates conditional upon active 
mass as the I imiting factor or the substrate as the 1 imiting 
factor. In the fir·st rate wher·e mass is the limiting factc•r·, 
the substrate utilization is simply a constant times the mass 
concentration in the reactor. 
or 
dSa = •:on~. tan t * Xt 
dt 
dSg .. /(Xt*dt) = constant 
(2-15) 
(2-16) 
McKinney indicated that most domestic activated sludge units 
with recycle systems would be operating on substrate 1 imiting 
conditions, so McKinney's model would be identified bv the 
f ctl 1 ot,..J i rt g for·m, dependent t.Jpon effluent :.t.J bs t r· .:.. t e 
concentration CSe). 
(2-17) 
The Ke~·' point to notice with this model is th.:..t sol id·s .:..r·e 
not a factor of the uti! ization rate. McKinney explains that 
when the sol ids are recycled, the solr ds wi 11 be in e>~cess 
competing for the I imiting substrate. Eventually at steady 
state, the rate of synthesis will balance with the rate of 
mortality producing a constant level of active bio-mass. 
McKinney identified that the preferred operational range of 
SRT was between 3 - 7 days. 
The last group of moce;s uses specific substrate utili-
z .:.. t i on r e I a c i •.J e to b i •::.1 og i c.:., I ·:.o I i ds vJh i c h 
effluent substrate concentration through a 
- ,..., "' ~ 
l = ·-·= . 
The Lawrence/McCarty (6)_model and the Gaudy (7) model fal 1 
into this group. Both use effluent substrate as the chief 
con tr·ol I i ng factor·. Even though Gaudy's model 
expressed as a substrate uti! ization rate it can be converted 
to such with the biological mass to substrate mass yield 
factor ('(). The model in substrate utilization for·m is 
expressed as follovJs. IA•her·e Umax is the maximum :.•.Jbstrate 
utilization and Ks is the subtrate concentration of the mid 
utilization point. 
dSg = 
dt 
( Umax*Se) CXt) 
<Ks + Se) 
<2-18) 
10 
When determining the constants, Umax and Ks, in this model 
the substrate utilization is converted to specific substrate 
uti 1 ization and then 1 inearized by plotting- the inverse of 
specific substrate utilization and the inverse of effulent 
substrate. In order to reduce the inherent variability in 
plotting this model, averages of data for each SRT is 
plotted. If this is not done the correlation index of all 
r 
the data points may be as low or lower than 30%. A special 
case of this mode 1 is the Ecl<enf i e 1 der < 8) mode 1 where the 
specific substrate utilization is directly proportional to 
the substrate effluent concentration without the Monad 
relationship. 
<2-19) 
Genera 11 y when this mode 1 is used the bench sea 1 e test data 
is run at the same SRT as the treatment plant is expected to 
be . opera ted at, so the constant wou 1 d be approx i rna te 1 y 
correct for the plant operation. 
This last group of models plus McKinney~s model, which 
use the effluent substrate concentration have recently fallen 
under criticism because analysis of the effluent substrate 
from activated sludge systems reveals that the effluent is 
not the same material as the influent substrate to the 
reactor but cell by-products of the bacteria in the system 
(9)(10)(11). As such it becomes questionable that the 
effluent concentration controls substrate utilization. 
These three groups of models have an analogy in 
11 
hydrau 1 i c:. that would clarify their differences. In 
McKinney's first model of 1 imiting sol ids control! ing, can be 
compared to smal 1 water pipes being connected to a reservoir. 
Since the pipes ar·e :.mall the>' v.Jc•uld ha•.)e a high fr·icti•:•n 
loss delivering a small amount of water independent of the 
head in the reservoir. The pipes would be compared to the 
biological sol ids in the model. McKinney's second model of 
1 imiting substrate indicates that a larger size pipe would be 
connected to the reservoir such that the level of water in 
the reservoir determines the rate of flow. The head of water 
in the reservoir would be similar to the :.ubstr.:.. te 
concentration in biological growth. 
The last group of models (Lawrence/McCarty and Gaudy) 
using specific substrate utilization and the Monod function 
of substrate, includes both of the analogies above plus a 
transition state. This can be compared to a series of pipes 
with friction loss similar to a critical orifice connected to 
a reservoir of varying water head. The rate of flow depends 
both on how many pipes are connected and also the head of 
water in the reservoir. As the head of water increases, the 
rate of flow increases while the head of water is below the 
critical head of the orifice. As the head of water increases 
in the reservoir to the critical pressure of the critical 
orifice the f 1 OIAI begin:. to approach a limiting fl C•W rate 
thr·o•Jgh the pipe. Once the wa. ter· head has pa·:.sed the 
critical water head the f 1 01,.\1 rate lj.J i 1 1 not change. The c•n 1 ;v 
...... •a>' to increase the f 1 Ol.o.J rate once the critica.l head is 
1 •'",) 
.i.... 
reached is to increase the number of pipes connected to the 
If the number of pipes connected is doubled then 
the flow rate will double. This last group of models, thus 
become equivalent to McKinney's 1 imiting sol ids model at high 
concentrations of substrate. Ho~,o\lever, at subcritical 
concentrations the models are quite different from McKinney's 
1 imiting substrate model since the sol ids term is sti 11 
inc l1Jded. The Lawrence/McCarty and Gaudy models thus. 
maintain the concept of sol ids concentration 1 imiting growth 
the substrate concentration i -=· cr·itica.1 or 
subcritical. 
Another hydraulic analogy which compares wel 1 with the 
SyKes model and has some connection to the Kincannon/Stever 
mode 1 , is where an excessive number of large diameter pipes 
are connected to the resevoir. The pipes are never fi !led 
completely because they have a greater capacity than the 
reservoir. Thus the rate of flow in the pipes out of the 
reservoir are independent of resistance or head but only 
dependent upon how fast water is delivered to the reservoir. 
The capacity of the pipes thus relate to the mass of the 
biologica.l sol ids, and the flow rate into the reservoir 
relates to the mass feed rate. Since the mass of sol ids is 
in excess the only factor that determines the substrate 
u t i 1 i z at i on is how fast the substrate mass flows into the 
-=·>'Stem. This concept fits well if the feed is highly 
biodegradable and quicKly absorbed. This concept will be 
discussed fur· ther· in the results chapter the 
1 ·::> 
·-· 
K i ncannon .. /Stover model fc•rm v ..• i 1 1 be derived using the 
information from this study as a guide. 
B. Sol ids Viability 
Another criticism of the specific substrate utilization 
models is the practice of using the volatile suspended sol ids 
CVSS) concentration for the concentration of biological 
so I i d~ .• Weddle and Jenkins <12) used cell ATP as an 
indicator of viability to identify that the viabi I ity in 
activated s 1 udge was not equivalent to the l IO'C" .... ._ .. _. 
cc•ncentrat ion. However, they indicated at the typical 
operating range of activated sludge system this difference 
Ne 1 ~-on ar.d Lai.\Jrence < 13) using ATP as a 
viabi I ity indicator, recommended that the VSS be divided up 
into thr·ee fractior.~. including 1) viable micrc•bial solid~.; 2) 
i n e r· t so 1 i d-:., and 3) nonviable biodegradable microbial 
solid~ .. Benefield and Lawr·ence C14) using oxygen •..1ti 1 izatic•n 
rates to determine viable sol ids investigated the effect of 
s 1 udge vi ab i 1 i ty on the determination of bio-kinetic 
ccoeff i c i en ts and concluded that the microbial 
coefficient CKd) and the substrate utilization rate were 
significantly different when viability was included but that 
the yield coefficient was not affected. The viabi I ity 
determination was made by measuring the oxygen uptake in an 
open respirometer where a sample of mix-1 iquor was diluted 
into an environment containing excess substrate. It v ..J.a·::. 
allowed to come to its' maximum growth rate from which a 
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sample was taken and again placed into an excess substrate 
env i r·onmen t. 
rate of the mass stabilized at a maximum growth rate. The 
OX>'gen utilization rate for· a new sample from the r·eact•:•r· ~·,1as 
then measured in substrate rich environment and compared with 
the oxygen utilization of the maximum growth rate mass. The 
ratio of the two oxygen utilization rates was identified as 
the viability ratio of viable micro-organisms in the reactor. 
Grady and Roper C15) approached the sol ids viabi 1 ity by 
developing a model which included a viability decay constant 
CK), along 1"1ith the endogenous constant (Kdu) in a mass 
balance of viable sol ids at steady state. 
Solving for uti 1 i zat ion rate (U) gi ues: 
U = Vw*Xv + <F-Vw)Xe + K + Kdv 
Xu*V 
( 2-20) 
(2-21) 
The sludge retention time CSRT> was substituted into the 
equation to give: 
u = _1_ + K + Kdt,• 
SRT 
A mass balance was also conducted on the 
concentration in the reactor to give: 
F*Si = Vw*Se + CF - Vw)Se + U*Xv*V/Y 
Solving for viable sol ids CXu) gives: 
(2-22) 
SIJbstr·a te 
(2-2:3) 
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Xv = Y*F<Si - Se> <2-24) 
V(l/SRT + K + Kdv) 
The nonviable sol ids were determined from a mass balance 
equation including a new decay term for nonviable sol ids 
<Kd>. 
Xn = K*Xv (2-25) 
((1/SRT> + Kd> 
The total sol ids was determined as the sum of the viable and 
nonviable sol ids. 
Xt = Y*F<Si-Se) (1/SRT + Kd + K> 
V(1/SRT + Kd) (1/SRT + Kdv + K> 
The viability was the ratio of viable to total sol ids. 
viability= 1/SRT + Kd 
1/SRT + Kd + K 
(2-26) 
<2-27) 
If the substrate balance equation is solved for specific 
substrate utilization, it gives the following equation as a 
function of SRT. 
F<Si-Se> = (1/SRT + K + Kd)(1/Y)(Xv/Xt> 
V*Xt 
Substituting viability for the Xv/Xt term gives; 
F<Si-Se) = (1/SRT + Kdv + K> (1/SRT + Kd) 
V*Xt (1/SRT + Kd + K> Y 
(2-28) 
(2-29) 
If Kd and Kdv can be assumed to be almost equal then two 
bracketed terms would cancel out giving: 
FCSi-Se) = (1/Y)Cl/SRT + Kd) 
'·v-'*><t 
<2-:30) 
Rearranging this equation gives the familiar equation which 
provides the yield <Y> and endogeneous term <Kd). In thi:. 
equation the endogeneous term is identified as only a 
nonviable sol ids decay term. 
_1_ = Y*F<Si-Se) - Kd (2-:31) 
SRT 1-....'*Xt 
Since the decay rate of the viable solid CKdv) is not in this 
final equation nor· in the viability equation; it may be 
possible to omit it from the mass balance equation. As Grady 
and Roper solved for the viability term they invoKed 
Lawrence/McCarty's SRT definition several times. As -:;.I.Jo:h, 
Gr·ady and Roper's mode 1 is the LavJrence and f'vkCar ty' s mode 1 
with an additional complication of sol ids viability. 
Grady and Roper concluded that viability was dependent 
only upon sludge retension time CSRT) and the death rate of 
viable eel ls (K) and the decay rate of nonviable cells CKd). 
The viable sol ids had no effect on viability Conly its death 
rate, K> at the steady state conditions and the effluent 
substrate was controlled by the sludge retension time. 
BloK (16) used two different respirometers, the Sapormat 
and the open respirometer to determine the overall vi ab i 1 i ty 
of the bacteria from the point of view of respiration. He 
concluded that at high SRT's the effluent i~ polluted with 
ce 11 decay products which would have a slower uptaKe rate 
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than the feed substrate. As such the effluent would not 
agree with the standard model prediction for the effluent. 
He also concluded that cell viability relative to oxrgen 
uptaKe was not the same as cell viability from ATP method and 
that some sol ids do taKe up substrate but are not viable 
relative to cell proliferation. 
WalKer and Davies < 17) compar·ed respiration rate and 
viability of sol ids to cell plating. They concluded that the 
respiration rate was much higher than the cell viability 
would predict. As such respiration was occurring in 
nonviable cells not shown by cell plating techniques. They 
indicated that maximum respiration rate was reached at one 
day SRT and at this point only viable cells would be in the 
.:.:i-liquor· solids. 
Apparently the determination of viability of the sol ids 
in activated sludge should be conducted using respiration as 
the determining factor rather than ATP or cell plating 
techniques. 
Huang, Cheng and Mueller (18) further substantiated the 
use of oxygen uptaKe rates as an indicator of viability by 
·conducting oxygen up taKe tests in a respirometer which was 
started with a substrate concentration of 800 mg/L chemical 
oxygen demand and allowed to run for 30 hours from which the 
maximum specific oxygen uptaKe rate was determined from a 
Lineweaver-BurK double-reciprocal plot. They next assumed 
that zero day SRT would be 100/. viable and projected the 
maximum specific oxygen uptaKe rate for SRT to a maximum 
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specific Coxygen uptake r-ate to o:cor·r-espo::ond to 100~.-:: I,.Ji.:o.toilit::..-
at zer-o day SRT. The viability was then deter-mined as the 
r-atio of the maximum specific oxygen uptake r-ate for- each SRT 
divided by the maximum value at zer-o day SRT. A h~IO d.:O.)' SRT 
had a 54% viabi 1 ity, four- day had a 45% viability, eight day 
had a 39% viability and SRT's gr-eater- than eight days wer-e 
appr-oximately equal to 39% viability. A plot of net specific 
growth rate versus specific oxygen uptaKe r-ate was used while 
discussing the viability and has been included as Figure 1. 
In this figure the oxygen uptake cur-ve cur-ves down more than 
expected such that less sol ids ar-e produced for- small 
specific oxygen uptaKe r-ates. 
C. Microbial Mor-tality Rates 
Another factor that should be reviewed for recycle 
systems is the mortality-rate of microbial sol ids. Mar-ais 
(18) discussed die-off kinetics in stabilization ponds as 
follotA.Iing ChicK's laiJ.J, where the rate of redtJction in viable 
concentr-ation of microor-ganisms <Xv> is fir-st order-
decreasing rate relative to the micr-oorganisms concentration. 
( 2-:32) 
This is also Known as a decreasing exponential r·a. te. He 
postulated that the decay constant was a factor 
temper-ature as is typically used in waste treatment systems 
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uptake ra.te (18) 
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K =(decay constant at 20 C>C1.19)A(T-20) ( 2-:3:3) 
where T is temperature in celsius. He continues in relating 
h ov .. • t h i -:. r· a t e is applied to single and series ponds for 
determining the microbial death rate for a particular pond 
sy-:.tem. 
Mancini (20) discussed log concentration versus ~· •.I me 
plots for determining the mortality rate constant from 
populations of coliform with a number of mortality patterns. 
Emphasis was placed on identifying the appropriate 1 inear 
segment of the log plot of the data. 
Polprasert and group <21) looked at mortality as an 
exponential where the mortality rate was affected not only by 
temperature but also by Ph, dissolved oxygen, and nutrient 
content in the pond. 
In all of these papers the mortality rate was viewed as 
a decreasing exponential rates and that the temperature and 
dissolved oxygen in the mix-1 iquor would be i mpor· tan t to;:. 
con tr·ol • 
CHAPTER III 
GENERAL THEORY OF RESEARCH 
The basic concept of this experiment centers in the 
Monod (22) model of substrate uptake. Monod identified that 
substrate uptake by bacteria increases as the concentration 
of the substrate increases up to a 1 imiting point. Th i :. 
means that uptake is first order or exponential up to a point 
where a decreasing exponential rate begins to take over and 
1 imit the uptake rate stabilizing it at a maximum rate. The 
maximum rate of uptake and the exponential rate of uptake are 
both specific characteristics of the bacteria being tested. 
In aerobic bacteria, oxygen consumption parallels this 
substrate uptake because oxygen is required as a terminal 
electron acceptor in the metabolism of the substrate. The 
most efficient point on the Monod type uptake curve would be 
the point where the exponential uptake ends and the 
decreasing exponential begins. This is generally recognized 
as where the uptake rate is one half of t~e maximum uptake. 
Activated sludge units operating at optimum conditions would 
have a steady state with oxygen uptake near this point. 
Measuring oxygen uptake presents a problem because the 
exponential portion of the uptake curve is more sensitive to 
change due to small changes in substrate concentration. Thus 
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the mixing which occurs in extracting the mixed-1 iquor from 
the reactor for running the oxygen consumption test could 
effect massive changes in results of traditional O>()'gen 
consumption tests in determining oxygen uptaKe rates. If the 
uptake test could be forced to occur in the decreasing 
exponent i a 1 or the maximum uptake ranges then more rei iable 
data, Jess influenced by the test itself, could be obtained 
for characterizing the biological activity of the unit. 
BloK (16) and WalKer/Davies <17) used oxygen uptake of 
the biological sol ids in determining viability of the sol ids. 
The samples were placed in a substrate rich solution and the 
oxygen uptaKe measured in a respirometer. The i r .at tempts 
were directed to determine if the oxygen viabi 1 ity was the 
same as ATP or plate count division viability in their 
samp 1 e -: .• They found that oxygen viability was higher than 
either ATP c•r· p 1 ate - c c•u n t v i ab i 1 i t >' mea-:.ur·ements. 
This study uses the dissolved oxygen probe typically 
used in running Biological Oxygen Demand tests, to deter·mine 
' 
,,, i ab i 1 i t ;.' . The dissolved oxygen probe is more common than a 
re-:.p i rometer· in waste treatment systems and also easier to 
operate. A test using this probe and standard BOD bottles 
generally used for running effluent quality tests would be 
within the capability of most operating plants. 
Grady and Roper (15) suggested that after viability was 
determined then the viability decay constant could be solved 
for by graphing the viability of the biological sol ids and 
scdving them.:..-:.-:. bal.ance equation-:. applicable. Ho• .. ·.Je• . JE·r·, if 
2 ":1 .... 
the decay constant is a unique characteristic of the sludge 
it would tend to be independent of the sludge retention time 
and thus could be determined directly bv measuri~g the 
maximum oxygen uptaKe as it died out. The viability of the 
sol ids could then be determined from the mass balance 
The mass balance rate equation of viable sol ids 
indicate-:. that the • . .1iable r.:..te c•f gr·o, .. ,Jth v.Ji 11 equ.:..l the deca.::··· 
r·.:..te plu-:. the ~·.Ja·:.ting rate of viable s.c,J ids. 
(3-1) 
·the net growth of the reactor. 
(3-2) 
The endogenous term <Kd) has been omitted for simp! icity 
purpos.es s i nee including it would give the same viabi 1 ity 
equation as Grady and Roper derived. The net specific 
growth rate CUn) is equal to the wasting rate from the 
reactor CVw/V) at steady state. Therefore, the equation for 
viable sol ids concentration is obtained by solving for viable 
solid-:. (X•.)) after -:.ubstituing equ.:..tion (3-1) into (3-2). 
Xv = ( V\AJ/1) ) x:t 
< K + '·)i.JJ/1 • .) ) 
= ( 1 
( K * ( 1)/\)IJ..I ) ) )(t + 1 ) ( 3-:3) 
The SRT could be sub-:.titued for '·)/1v 1'.J·.' in thi·:. equa.ti•::<n to 
give: 
Xv = C ) Xt ..;:..._ __ ...::---"'- (.3-4) 
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The uolati le suspended sol ids CXt) and the SRT are generally 
available from plant operation data or from bench scale unit 
reactors. Bench scale reactors because of their small size 
produce 1 imited mixed-1 iquor sol ids which adds an additional 
restraint on a test to determine the decay rate of o::ygen 
uiabil ity of sol ids. The direction of this worK was to 
develop an oxygen consumption test using equipment readily 
available to most plant operations that could be used in 
determining the oxygen viability decay constant of the 
biological sol ids. 
Initial tests were conducted adding concentrated reactor 
feed to the oxygen consumption test in an attempt to reach 
the maximum uptaKe. The maximum uptaKe was never reached 
because the magnesium sulfate salt in the feed at high 
concentrations started to exhibit inhibitive characteristics. 
Glucose was also used but slight inhibition was also evident 
at high concentrations. Because of the 1 imited mixed-1 iquor 
available from the bench scale units it was determined that a 
series of oxygen consumption tests would have to be conducted 
by removing geometrically increasing volumes of the mixed-
1 iquor from the oxygen consumption bottle after running each 
test, replacing it with concentrated glucose solution and 
running the oxygen consumption test again. The oxygen 
consumption tests exhibited an expone~tial decrease in 
consumption rate, appearing much 1 iKe that due to inhibition, 
beginning midway in the exponential decreasing rate range. 
However, the decrease was not due to inhibition but the 
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withdrawal of the mixed-1 iquor sol ids. The maximum point of 
consumption obtained, thus, was the intersection of the 
oxygen consumption rate and the mixed-! iquor withdrawal 
curve. This relative maximum oxygen consumption rate would 
not be the actual maximum consumption rate but would be 
simply a set fraction of it which may give a better 
characterization of the biological activity of the activated 
sludge unit since it would not be affected by either the test 
itself or the inhibition characteristics of the feed. 
The oxygen consumption rate could also be conducted on 
mixed-! iquor isolated from the bench scale unit and the 
maximum rate used to identify the loss inviability of oxygen 
consumption as the bacteria die out. If the test is 
conducted over a several day period then the eel 1 death rate 
could be determined from the decrease in the oxygen 
consumption rate over tim,. 
Results from this modified oxygen consumption test could 
be used to determine which kinetic model is appropriate. 
The tradi tiona! models of Gaudy and Lawrence/McCarthy assume 
that the mixed-1 iquor sol ids are homogeneous in biological 
makeup and have a unique maximum substrate uti! ization rate 
or growth rate. This maximum substrate utilization rate is 
determined by plotting the 1 inearized version of the Monod 
equation and identifying the maximum substrate uti! ization 
rate as the inverse of the intercept on the vertical axis. 
In such a model, the effluent concentration of substrate 
would be reduced simply by increasing the mixed-! iquor 
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concentration of biological sol ids. If these models were true 
the modified oxygen consumption test on a high SRT system 
would yield a greater maximum than on a low SRT system due 
simply to the greater concentration of bacteria in the 
reactor. The oxygen consumption test however would yield the 
same maximum rate independent of SRT if McKinney's effluent 
substrate model were appropriate. 
CHAPTER IV 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
A. Continuous Flow Reactor Unit 
The configuration of the bench scale units used in this 
investigation is shown in Figure 2. These units tvere 
internal recycle with an adjustable baffle to separate the 
reactor from the clarifier. The baffle was used to adjust 
the recycle of the mixed-1 iquor between the reactor and the 
clarifier each day by first mixing the unit then inserting 
the baffle and closing it completely so the sol ids in the 
clarifier side could settle. After several minutes of 
settling the height of the settled mass was noted and the 
baffle gradually opened to allow recycle and some mixing of 
the clarifier sol ids. The baffle was adjusted so the mass 
height in the c I ar if i er showed neither an increasing r•or· 
decreasing trend from the settled state. 
The reactor chamber was mixed by aeration from two 
fritted diffusers located in each reactor at approximately 
one half inch up from the bottom and approximately one inch 
diagonally from the outside corners of the reactor chamber. 
In order to maintain proper mixing the air flow was set 
between 2.5- 3 I iters per minute. The volumes of the 
continuous reactor units are as follows: 
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Total '·)c•l•.Jme Reactor· Ch.:a.mber· C 1 .:..r· i fie r· 
Reactor 1 
Reac tear· 2 
Re.:a.ctcar· 3 
4. 5.:5 1 iter·-:. 
4.67 
4.7 
2. 92 1 i ter·s 
2.86 
2.85 
1.64liter·s 
1 • 81 
1 • :35 
The reactor was controlled at a selected SRT by wasting the 
req•.J i r·ed volume of mixed-1 iquor from the reactor 
calculated in the following SRT equation solved for the 
• .!ol•.Jme wa-:.ted. Vw is the volume wasted in 1 iters per day, V 
is the volume of the reactor in liter-:., :x: t is the 
concentration of volatile suspended sol ids in the reactor, F 
is the feed flow rate in liters per· da>', Xe is the • . .'calatile 
suspended sol ids in the effluent and SRT is the sludge 
retension time in days. 
t.)*Xt 
Vv.J = SRT - F*Xe 
Xt - Xe 
(4-1) 
All concentrations and the flow were measured prior to 
wasting of the mixed-1 iquor. 
For this study, reactor 1 was operated at SRTs of 0.9, 
1, 1.5, 2 and 20 days. Reactor 2 was operated at 3, 7 and 9 
day SRTs and reactor 3 was operated at 5 and 15 day SRTs. 
The synthetic feed fed to the reactors has the 
composition of carbon and salts as shown in Table I. The 
salts and carbon solutions were mixed double strength and fed 
from separate bottles not being mixed until r·ight before 
entering the reactor. The two feed bottles for a reactor 
were pneumatically driven by a rotating hose pump set to 
Two Feed 
Line At 
Same Level Salts Feed 
Baffle 4 \/ 
clarif'\"""'"ie_r -n-H-r=~ 
Figur-e 2. 
Aeration 
Chamber 
\·/ 
Fritted 
Diffusers 
Air 
Flow 
Meter 
Continuous Flow Reactor- Unit 
-
Carbon Feed 
5 ML/MIN 
Air Pump 
TABLE I 
SYNTHETIC FEED COMPOSITION 
Acetic Acid 0. 113 m 1./1 
0. 113 ml .. /1 
0.113 m 1 ....... ] 
Phenol 0.004:3 ml./1 
0. 113 mg .. /1 
Glutamic Acid (plus :3.3 mg/1 KOH> 0.11:3 mg./1 
Ammonium Chloride 1 .:.·? ._  .._ mg .. -····1 
(I • 0 1'? m 1 .. /l 
Magnesium Sulfate, MgS04.?H20 :30 mg./1 
Manganese Sulfate. MnS04.H20 ·=-._. mg/1 
Calcium Chloride, CaC13 ·=-._. mg./1 
Ferric Chloride, FeC13.6H20 0 . 4 mg./1 
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de 1 i f..! e r f i v e m i 1 1 i 1 i t e r s per· m i nut e t c• each u n i t . 
B. Analytical Procedures 
Modified Oxygen Consumption Test 
The technique of determining the oxygen consumption rate 
was the same as in Standard Methods (23), where a direct 
r·eading probe i -:. used. The concentration of 
dissolved oxygen was recorded every half minute and the 
oxygen consumption rate determined from the slope of the 
dissolved oxygen versus time plot. A strip chart recorder 
was connected to the oxygen probe for these tests and the 
slope was easily extracted from the strip chart recording. 
The series of tests conducted on one sample withdrawn 
from the reactor were as follows. A 300 ml sample was 
withdraw from the reactor after mixing. After· aerating 
the sample, it was placed in a 300 ml BOD bottle and the 
oxygen consumption recording taKen. Next 10 ml of mixed-
1 iquor was removed from the BOD bottle for volatile sol ids 
determination and the volume replaced with 10 ml of glucose 
solution of 36.16 grams per 1 iter. This was again aerated 
and the oxygen consumption test again recorded. 10 ml 
mixed-1 iquor was again removed from the BOD bottle, replaced 
by the glucose solution, and the test conducted. This 
procedure was repeated two more times. The next volume 
withdrawn out of the BOD bottle was 30 ml, replaced by the 
glucose solution. The oxygen consumption test conducted and 
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volatile sol ids conducted on the 30 ml aliquot. The next two 
volumes withdrawn were 60 ml and 120 ml after which oxygen 
consumption texts were conducted. Volatile sol ids were also 
completed on the 120 ml aliquot. The maximum of the oxygen 
consumption test was determined as the largest oxygen 
consumption rate recorded for each sample run. 
Determination of Decay by Oxygen Consumption 
The d~cay of oxygen consumption was measured by removing 
a sample of mixed-1 iquor sol ids from the continuous reactor, 
placing it in a batch reactor and allowing it to aerate for 
the selected days of decay. After which the Modified 
Consumption test was conducted. No feed was added to the 
batch reactors during the decay period. 
The reactors operating at five, six and seven day SRT~s 
did not produce enough mixed-1 iquor sol ids in 
allow all decay tests to be conducted on the 
Therefore samples were removed from the 
one day to 
same sample. 
reactor on 
consecutive days until sufficient samples were obtained for 
the desired number of tests. The Modified Oxygen Consumption 
Test was then conducted after each selected period of decay 
days had elasped from the time the sample was taken. The 
reactors of 15 and 20 day SRT~s did not produce sufficient 
mixed-1 iquor sol ids to allow even one Modified Oxygen 
Consumption test without disturbing the steady state of the 
reactor. Therefore all mixed-1 iquor sol ids were sacrificed 
to allow sufficient volume of mixed-! iquor sol ids to run the 
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oxygen decay tests. The reactors operating at three and 
less day SRT's produced sufficient mixed-1 iquor sol ids so the 
sample could be split to allow the various selected oxygen 
decay tests to be run on the mixed-! iquor sol ids of one 
sampling period. In this case the mixed-1 iquor sample 
taKen, split into several separate batch reactors and 
the Modified Oxygen Consumption test conducted on each 
the desired days of decay had passed. A zero decay 
corresponds to the Modified Oxygen Consumption test 
conducted right after the sample was taKen from 
was 
then 
after 
day 
being 
the 
continuous reactor where no decay time was allowed. A three 
day decay time corresponds to the sample being removed from 
the continuous reactor, placed in a batch reactor for three 
day duration and then the Modified Oxygen Consumption test 
being conducted. Sampling from the reactor for all these 
test was not conducted until the reactor was perceived to be 
operating at steady-state or very near steady-state 
conditions. 
Volatile Suspended Sol ids 
The technique for determining the volatile suspended 
sol ids is in Standard Methods <23) where a 103 C drying oven 
is used and a muffle furnace. The filter paper was glass 
fiber of 4.5 urn pore size. The various mixed-! iquor 
solutions were filtered using a vacuum pump, dried in the 103 
C drying oven, weighed and then incinerated in the muffle 
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furnace. After cooling it was weighed and the volatile 
suspended sol ids determined as the difference of the two 
weights. 
Biological Oxygen Demand For Five Days CBOD5> 
The test used to identify the substrate concentration in 
oxygen demand equivalents was the Biological Oxygen Demand 
for five days test method as in Standard Methods (23). A 300 
ml standard BOD bottle was used with an Orion direct reading 
oxygen probe to measure the dissolved oxygen concentration. 
The substrate concentration oxygen equivalent was determined 
as the difference between the oxygen concentration of the 
sample in the bottle at the start of the five days of 
incubation and at the end of the five days. 
CHAPTER ' . .) 
RESULr3 
A. Reactor Data 
Figure 3 though 12, shows the reactor substrate feed 
r·a te (F) • ·:.cd ids. concen tr·a t ion .~nd effluent 
concentration CXe) plotted over time as an indication of the 
steady state of the reactors. The 0.9 day SRT reactor was 
the only reactor which decreased rapidly in -:.ol ids 
concentration. In Figure 3, the sol ids concentration in the 
reactor decreased rapidly causing the system to fail within 
thr·ee days. Steady state was not achieved because the 
wasting rate was greater than the growth rate of the sol ids. 
Figure 4 containing the one day SRT had an i r·r·at i c solid-:. 
concentration which was difficult to control. The -:;.ol ids 
cc•ncentr·at i orr in the reactor seemed to have a C >'C] i C 
characteristic of high and low concentrations on alternating 
da.> .. S. The effluent sol ids increased to 13 mg/1 with the 
larger increases being one day delayed from the increases in 
the reactor sol ids. Effluent sol ids can reach 30 mg/1 in 
practice so 13 mg/1 is still within expected concentrations. 
The effluent sol ids concentration is proportionally more 
variable than reactor sol ids concentration as shown for all 
·';)C' 
·.J • ...J 
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SRTs in Figures 3 through 12. Even though the effluent 
sol ids concentrations varied, this variability was wei 1 below 
the 30 mg/1 concentration except for the seven day SRT 
system. On the sixteenth day of the seven day SRT system the 
effluent pipe to the reactor was clogged and then released 
causing a very high effluent concentration. The effluent 
concentration was considered in the wasting rate so the 
effect was compensated by the wasting volume. 
Figures 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 12 demonstrate the horizontal 
characteristic of reactor sol ids at steady state conditions. 
Figures 7 and 12 of 3 day and 20 day SRT have the greatest 
variabl il ity of reactor sol ids of this group of conditions 
with a few concentrations above the rest. The variabi 1 ity of 
the sol ids in these two situations can best be attributed to 
the difficulty of sampling these sol ids which had larger 
flocK particle than the other systems. 
The flow rate of these systems shown in Figure 3 through 
12, indicates variability that is more a characteristic of 
the short sampling period of less than two minutes. Q" ~1nce 
the feed was driven by the pumping of air into closed feed 
bottles, variations should be expected due to small changes 
in barometric pressure over a short period of time or a small 
change in temperature. Since the pumps were pumping in a set 
volume of air into the closed bottles a daily feed rate was 
much closer to 7.2 1 iters than the figures indicate. 
Figures 8 and 11, five and fifteen day SRTs were 
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cc•mp 1 e ted in the 2. 85 1 iter reactor. The feed system for 
this reactor was much more difficult to control with the feed 
•Jariabilih·· incr·easing as showr, from Figure 8 and then 11 to 
the point that the system had to be shut down. The other two 
reactors were run by one pump that had a more consistent feed 
flow rate. 
The data used in the various model 
·shown in Table II and include the substrate influent and 
effluent concentrations, the wasted volume per day, the feed 
flow rate per day, the volume of the reactor and the sludge 
retention time for each operational setting. The volatile 
suspended sol ids <Xt) increase as the SRT increases while the 
wasting per day <Vw) decreases. The complete data for the 
continuous reactors is included in Appendix A. 
In order to summarize the operational data i n t c• .;;.. 
manageable fashion simple 1 inear regression was used to 
identify how the operation data fits the various kinetic 
models. The slopes, intercepts, correlation index a.nd 
calculated cc•nstants for each ~~inetic model is. sho~'.ln in Ta.ble 
III. The Kinc~nnon/Stover model was the only model which had 
a high cc•r·relation index near one. The Lawrence .. /f'1cCar·t::.-
mode 1 has a low slope which produces a Ks factor of 213. 
S i nee the eff 1 uen t subs.tra te cone en tr·a t ion was be 1 ow this 
concentration in the operational data the bacteria should be 
operating at a low substrate utilization over the range of 
the operational data. In T.;;..b 1 e I I I , the Kincannon/Stever 
4'::. 
·-· 
TABLE I I 
OPERATIONAL DATA USED IN KINETIC t·-10DELS 
DATE Si Se )(t Xe l)t,.o..t F t) SRT 
1'·10./DA/YR t-1G./L MG/L t-1G/L t-1G/L L./DAY L/DA'{ L DAY'S 
============================================================ 
2....-···5/'85 317 1 . 7 580 4 1.93 4.8 2.92 1 . 5 
2/11 457 4 800 7 1 • '? 1 6.0 
1./18/85 237 11 1060 7 1 . 42 7 . .., .. "" 2.92 ~ 
"" 1/21 351 1 . 4 680 4 1 . 43 6.0 
1/23 348 2.6 900 4 1 . 43 7.2 
1/28 425 c .. 8 848 12 1 . :39 6.6 
1/30 353 4 ·? ..... 1060 10 1 . 41 6.72 
2/1 301 3 •") 
'"" 
860 10 1 . 37 9. 07 
2/4 374 1 • 7 600 2 1.44 ~ 7•-:l '-l • ' L. 
12/"30/84 357 1 • 4 1280 3 .939 I' •") ,. . .... 2. 8.::. 3 
1/1/85 319 3 1580 4 .93'7' 6.48 
1 •"':) /.;;, :307 2.8 1260 1 .948 7.92 
1/ .. 7 332 1.6 1000 2 . '7'40 7.56 
1,/9 328 1 . 3 1340 3 .935 9.24 
1/11 22'7' 1 . 6 1760 2 .945 7.92 
1/14 327 •") .t. ~ 8 I..} 1640 7 .925 7.56 
L/16 321 4.1 1080 7 .920 2.86 
12 .. /22/84 244 2.2 1.:520 6 .523 7.92 2.85 5 
12/30 375 1.3 1500 0 .570 10.08 
1/1/85 213 1 2140 3 .572 5.76 
1/3 2~.-,:. ~~ 2.7 2140 0 .57 "7.2 
1/7 :353 1 . 8 1660 4 .549 9.36 
1/9 356 1 . '7' 1980 4 .551 10.03 
1/11 238 1 . '7' 1780 1 .565 8.64 
1 .. /14 443 3 ·j 
''"' 
2720 8 .555 5.76 
1/16 344 7.4 1980 14 .543 4.32 
1/18 264 4.0 1560 8 .534 7.56 
1/21 341 1 . 7 1880 3 .563 4.8 
11/3/84 264 1.1 2380 :3 .382 8.28 2.86 7 
11/6 257 2 .-,:. •-'- 2420 12 .368 8.64 
11/8 223 2.5 2380 8 .382 8.28 
12/1 306 5.8 2320 7 .388 7.2 
12/4 290 2.7 2180 9 .383 6.48 
12/6 329 :3.4 2020 17 .357 6.48 
12/18 342 1 • 6 2100 7 .383 7. '7'2 
12/20 239 2.9 2160 8 .378 8.64 
12/22 2:38 1 • 9 2160 1 .405 7.2 
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TABLE II <Contin•Jed) 
DATE Si :::;e ><t )(e ')~.·.) F ~) SF.:T 
~10 .. /DA/YR t··1G .. /L MG./L t1G./L MG/L L/DAY L-····oAY L C,A-..(~3 
============================================================ 
1 /'18...-.-'!35 :304 2. 1 1140 4 • 2'7'4 7 . ., ·j o.: 9 ..... "-. -~~-t 
1/21 386 1 .8 2080 C" .... .:304 .~ .• 0 
1/2:3 :346 2.7 2060 6 . 2'7'8 7.2 
1 ...... "28 37'? 3.5 2020 7 .296 ~ ,• ._, . '~ 
1/30 32'? 2.5 2780 7 • :302 .~. 72 
2/1 2'7'6 2.8 2820 7 .296 9. 07 
2./4 :315 1 .... . ( 2480 1 .:315 .(. "'?.-;) ,_,. ( .. 
2/6 :31:3 1 . 0 :3000 4 .:312 4.80 
1/2:3/85 38.:::. 2.8 1940 5 .1 72 7.2 2.:35 15 
1/28 450 2.5 :3240 7 . 176 6. 4:3 
1,/:30 :364 7.7 2920 1 •":) ... 1 ..: •":) • Q._l 6. 12 
2/1 362 .:::. • 1 2960 12 • 141 12.24 
2/'4 :351 2.7 :3900 0 .190 11 .52 
2/6 :305 7 :3920 14 • 178 3.6 
2/11 444 :3.8 4620 11 • 1 77 5.76 
11/":3/85 264 1 5760 5 • 1 :3'7' :3.28 2.92 20 
12./18 31'~ :3. '? 6760 3 • 14:3 7. '7'-2 
12/20 276 2.8 7800 5 • 141 8.64 
12/:30 :386 1 • :3 58·~·0 1 • 145 7.2 
1/1/85 :311 4 6280 7 . 1 :39 6.48 
TABLE III 
REGRESSION RESULTS OF KINETIC MODELS 
Af'·.JD .,(I ELD AND ENDOGENOUS FACTORS 
50 
MODELS SLOPE INTERCEPT CORRELATION STANDARD 
Kincannon/Stever 1.013 -0.0083 
Urn= infinite Kb/Um = 1.013 
Lawrence/McCarty 
Umax = 0.33 
0. 0~·55 :3.0687 
l<s = 21:3.4 
McKinney, Se model -12.18 
Km = -12. 18 
McKinney, Xt model 0.0059 
constant= 0.0059 
Yield and Endogenous Factor 
y = 0.442 Kd=0.0072 
847.54 
796. ·~3 
Correlation Index CRA2) = 0.6704 
Standard Error = 0.0952 
INDEX RA2 ERROR 
0.9999 0.0256 
0.00004 2.24'?2 
0.0115 
0.0017 22:3.42 
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model had the highest correlation index near one with a slope 
of 1.013 and an intercept of -0.0083. This produces a Urn 
which should be infinite and a Kb/Um which would be a 
constant near one. The other models all h ad •.,• e r· y 1 c••,-.J 
cor·relation indexes indicating little correlation. The 
regression for Yield CY) and Endogenous CKd) factors are also 
1 i s ted v.J i t h a cor r e 1 at i on i n de x of 6 7/.. The Yield factor 
equaling 0.44 .ct.nd the Kd factor· equ.ct.l to 0.01. 
B. Oxygen Consumption 
The complete oxygen consumption test data with the test 
dates is included in Table IV. This table contains the oxygen 
consumption rate used to determine the maximum oxygen 
consumption rate and also data used to determine the oxygen 
decay r·a te. Under each SRT condition tested the row of 
oxygen consumption rates_is preceded by the decay days. A 
zero decay day corresponds to the oxygen consumption test 
being conducted on mixed-1 iquor ~-ol id just sampled frc•m the 
continuous reactor unit. A one day decay indicates the 
sol ids were sampled from the continuous reactor and placed in 
a batch reactor for one day and then the oxygen consumption 
test being conducted. The columns indicate the glucose 
concentration 
determi nat i c•n. 
in the test bottle for each oxygen consumption 
A Se concentration of glucose means that no 
gl uco~.e was added to the test bottle and the oxygen 
consumption test conducted on undiluted mixed-1 iquor solid 
C'·-· 
.:;,;;. 
TABLE I'·) 
COMPLETE OXYGEf"·.J CONSUt·'1PT I ON DATA 
OX'I"I3EN CONSU~·1PT I Of'·J f'"113/L/t1 IN. FOR GLUCOSE CONC. 
DECAY Se 1200 2400 :3500 6800 13000 22000 
DAYS ty1G/L t·1G/L MG/L t113/L t·,1G/L t···1f3_,....L t1G.,....L 
============================================================ 
SRT 7 DA'"{, 12/12/84 
0 5':' • L. .55 .57 .57 .54 .47 • 2'? 
X t--113/L 2500 2100 1660 
1 .26 .41 .43 .45 .43 .39 .25 
){ t'113./L 2240 2020 1560 
8 . 15 . 1 7 • 1 7 . 19 . 19 . 17 . 1 1 
v h t--113/L 1700 1620 1280 
17 . 1 0 . 11 . 1 1 . 11 1 •j . '- . 1 1 • 07 
X t'113 .. fL 1700 1620 1440 
:3RT 7 DA·y·, 12 .. /1/84 
I) 
.54 r:: .. • ·JC• .59 • ·51 .5i ·-=··':· ll ·-'·-· 
v ,. .... t-·1G/L 2420 2140 14.::.0 
1 • 2:3 • :38 .40 .45 .45 .40 ·-:)..:. t ,_1_1 
>< t'113,/L 2140 2020 1520 
4 .25 . ..,..., . '-' .30 .31 .31 .27 . 1 '? 
X t1G/L 2040 1760 13·!·0 
7 • 17 . 19 . 21 .22 .21 . 18 . 1 :3 
X t'113/L 1880 1800 1440 
SRT -; DAY, 11,/23/84 I 
0 .33 .43 .47 .54 .55 .46 .28 
X MG/L 2460 2040 1600 
1 .32 .27 ~ . :31 .39 .41 ..... .,. • .:J._) .22 
X t'113/L 2320 2060 1.!.00 
2 .27 .31 2'""' .34 .36 ·~·'-~: .20 • 7 .~.;) 
X t1G/L 2100 1840 1600 
3 .26 . 31 .32 .32 ."33 .30 . 1 9 
X 1"113 .. /L 2000 1820 1440 
SRT 3 DAY, 1/15/85 
0 .60 .58 .57 .59 .57 4..:: .21 . ,_, 
)( 1"113/L 1200 1260 1300 
1 .24 • 2'? .31 .32 3'=-' • -..I .28 . 13 
X MG/L 1080 1080 1240 
7 . 1 0 . 13 . 1 0 . 15 . 15 . 13 . 0 7 
~· 
·"·· 
1"113/L '?20 880 '?00 
10 . 05 . 09 . 1 0 . 0 ·? • 10 oo . ._. . 04 
)( /. t-113/L '?60 920 1180 
SRT ·-::> DAY, 1/14./85 ._, 
0 .54 .53 C:•":) .51 .48 .40 • 1 7 ,;;;)...., 
)( MI3/L 1180 1020 1120 
1 .29 . ..,.-:;. . ..;:.._. .34 .35 •":)':) . ._ . ._, .27 1 ·? . .... 
X MI3/L 1000 1120 1140 
·":) 
. 19 ·-:>·-::> .23 .25 ...... r:: .21 . 11 ._. . ~.._, • .C..·J 
X t1G/L 920 1180 1200 
11 . 05 • 09 . 1 1 . 11 . 11 • 0'? . 06 
v t--113/L 1340 1360 1280 ·"'•, 
5:3 
TABLE I') (Conti nJ.Jed) 
0)('(GEN CONSUMPTION MG/'L/'1'"1 IN. FOR GLUCOSE CONC. 
DECAY Se 1200 2400 :3500 6800 1:3000 22000 
DAYS 1"1G/L ~'IG./L MG/L MG/L t-1G/L 1'"113....-'L 1'"1G .. /L 
============================================================ 
SRT :3 DAY, 1/7/85 
0 .64 .59 .59 .59 .57 4..,. . ( .2:3 
X M13/L 1400 1400 1:300 
1 . 1 7 •':)c::' . ._ .. _. .:39 .41 ·::>n . ..... , .36 . 19 
'v' /'., r-113/L 1:360 1260 1.:::.20 
:3 • 18 .23 .25 -~'7 . """ ( .25 ·-;..-. ,;~;..:;. . 1 :3 
:~< M13/L 1060 1000 1480 
6 • 1 7 .20 .22 .24 .2:3 .21 .13 
v 
., .... 1'"113/L 1200 1:380 1080 
SRT '7 DAY, 2...-~·1·-5./"85 
0 .58 6 ... • :..::J . ~.8 .71 • t.9 .58 .38 
X 1'"113/L :3220 2800 27E:O 
1 1 •:> . 41 .44 .48 .48 • 4:3 ·":•"7 
. '"" 
• .<,.( 
X M13/L 2980 2820 2400 
4 .23 .35 .38 .41 • :39 .35 2 ... • :..::J 
X M13/L 3140 3060 2620 
6 . 15 .21 .23 .25 .25 .23 . 15 
v l"-. t-113/L 2500 2980 1620 
SRT 9 DAY, 2/16/85 
0 .57 .65 .69 .72 . e..·?- .59 .-.-, • -=· l 
v /'- 1'"113/L 3260 2860 2700 
1 .36 .45 .48 .52 .51 .45 ·":1•::;> . "-' 
X t1G/L 2820 2560 2300 
4 • 19 .26 c. 27 .28 .27 .22 . 16 
X MG/L 2160 2240 1580 
11 .09 . 12 . 14 . 14 .13 . 1 2 .07 
X MI3/L 1640 1720 1240 
SRT 9 DAY, 2/11/85 
0 .59 .71 .73 .72 .69 .57 ·-:.·::> . ..;;;} ._. 
X t-113/L 2540 2540 2:340 
1 .54 .65 .67 .68 .58 .35 
X MG/L 2800 2680 1760 
4 .20 .29 .29 .30 .27 .23 .15 
X t-113/L 2060 1960 1500 
1 1 .07 . 11 . 11 . 12 . 12 • 11 .07 
X 1'"113/L 1580 1700 1400 
SRT 9 DAY, 2/4/85 
0 .59 6..,. 6"? 6"7 .63 .53 •";;C 
. ' . ' . ' 
aL.7 
)( t-1G/L 2520 2360 1961 
1 .41 . 51 c::'•':) .55 .52 .44 ·";!·":) .:..::J~ ·""-~ 
X t-1G/L 2380 2180 1880 
2 .28 • :37 .40 .41 .39 •':)C' • ._,._1 .21 
>< MI3/'L 2:360 2020 1940 
6 .14 .21 .21 .2:3 .21 .19 . 1 1 
>< t-1G/L 1860 1740 1340 
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TABLE I I...J <ContinJ.Jed) 
OXYGEN CONSUt1PT I ON t1G./L/M IN • FOR GLUCOSE CONC. 
DECAY Se 1200 2400 3500 6800 13000 22000 
DAYS MG/L MG/L MG./L MG/L MG./L t1G/L t1G./L 
============================================================ 
SRT 20 DA'(, 1/2/85 
0 .53 .51 .48 .47 4·::> • w .36 • 2:::: 
)( f'·1G/L 6440 6080 4420 
SRT 20 DAY, 12/25/84 
0 .55 . 51 .53 .5:3 .51 .49 .42 
X MG/L 6820 6600 3680 
SRT 2 DAY, 2/4/85 
0 . :39 .47 .47 .48 .45 .3t. . 1 1 
v ,, . ., MG/L 760 720 700 
2 1 .... • .:J .39 .39 .41 .37 .28 .09 
X 1"1G./L 670 590 500 
4 • 1 9 . 15 • 16 • 16 • 16 • 13 .06 
X 1"1G/L 460 410 510 
SRT 2 DAY, 1/31/85 
0 .43 .49 • 4'7' .49 .45 ·':)? , wf 1 . .., . .... 
X 1"1G/L 820 840 1000 
1 • 12 .41 .41 .41 .38 .30 • 0'? 
X MG/L 840 920 1020 . 
3 • 15 .25 .27 .26 .24 .21 . 1:3 
v 
·'' 
1"1G/L 760 820 840 
4 • 10 • 12 • 13 . 13 .13 . 11 .05 
X MG/L 440 500 540 
8 .05 • 07 • 08 .07 .08 .07 .03 
X MG/L 520 560 500 
SRT 2 DAY, 1/28/85 
0 .57 .56 .55 .53 .50 .41 . 2~· 
X MG/L 960 820 800 
1 .29 .38 .37 .37 .35 .30 • 1 7 
X 1"1G/L 640 760 860 
4 • 15 .20 • 19 .20 .19 . 1 7 .09 
)( MG . /L 460 580 680 
6 • 05 • 12 • 13 .13 1 ·::> . .;;;} • 12 • 07 
X r1G/L 640 620 560 
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TABLE IV <Continued) 
OXYGEN CONSUtv1PTI ON MG/L/MIN. FOR GLUCOSE CONC. 
DECAY Se 1200 2400 3500 6800 13000 22000 
DAYS MG/L MG/L MG/L MG/L MG/L MG/L MG/L 
============================================================ 
SRT 1. 5 DAY, 2/15/85 
0 .20 .31 .30 .31 .29 .24 . 09 
X MG/L 630 550 630 
1 . 11 .25 .27 .28 .26 .22 .09 
X MG/L 520 520 360 
3 . 07 . 16 . 17 . 17 . 17 • 14 .07 
X MG/L 450 430 660 
5 .04 . 10 • 11 . 11 . 11 . 09 .05 
X MG/L 530 420 
SRT 1. 5 DAY, 2/11/85 
0 • 60 .62 .62 .61 .57 .47 .-.. ..... . ,.;:, 
X MG/L 950 790 670 
1 .31 .44 .45 .45 .42 .35 • 13 
X MG/L 740 680 650 
SRT 1 DAY, 2/18/85 
0 .49 . 51 .50 .51 .46 .39 .22 
X MG/L 610 520 570 
7 .09 • 13 . 14 • 13 • 13 • 11 . 07 
X MG/L 320 324 295 
9 • 06 .09 . 09 • 10 . 1 0 . 09 .05 
X MG/L 260 240 250 
SRT 0.9 DAY, 2/22/85 
0 .26 .20 .19 .17 .16 • 13 .07 
X MG/L 200 200 167 
1 • 03 • 10 . 11 . 12 .12 .08 . 06 
X MG/L 140 150 143 
3 .03 • 09 .09 .10 .09 . 08 .06 
X MG/L 120 160 150 
5 . 03 . 06 .07 . 07 . 07 • 06 . 04 
X MG/L 120 127 136 
SRT 5 DAY, 1/21/85 
0 .65 .69 .69 .71 .65 .54 .23 
X MG/L 2040 1840 1600 
1 .35 .43 .46 .46 .43 .38 . 12 
X MG/L 2120 1940 1700 
4 .28 .35 .37 .38 .35 .29 .17 
X MG/L 1880 1660 1760 
14 • 05 . 11 . 13 . 13 . 13 . 11 . 07 
X MG/L 1440 1280 1580 
SRT 5 DAY, 1/11/85 
0 .47 .55 .57 .58 .55 .48 .21 
X MG/L 1800 1720 1400 
2 .32 .41 .42 .43 .41 .35 • 18 
X MG/L 0 -2120 1880 1720 
4 . 13 .34 .35 .36 .33 .29 .17 
X MG/L 1880 1780 1500 
SRT 
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TABLE IV (Continued) 
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION MG/L/MIN. FOR GLUCOSE CONC. 
DECAY Se 1200 2400 3500 6800 13000 22000 
DAYS MG/L MG/L MG/L MG/L ·MG/L MG/L MG/L 
============================================================ 
SRT 5 DAY, 1/3/85 
0 .39 .43 
X MG/L 2280 
1 .27 .33 
X MG/L 2040 
2 .21 .27 
X MG/L 1980 
8 .09 .15 
X MG/L 1560 
15 DAY, 2/15/85 
0 .61 .67 
X MG/L 3860 
1 • 37 . 53 
X 1'-tG/L 4360 
3 .32 .43 
X M/L 5300 
5 .23 .25 
X MG/L 4600 
SRT 15 DAY, 2/15/85 
.44 
.35 
.28 
.14 
.68 
.57 
.48 
.25 
.46 
.36 
.31 
.15 
.71 
.64 
.49 
.27 
0 .44 .58 .60 .65 
X MG/L 4120 
1 .38 .48 .57 .61 
X MG/L 4500 
3 .37 .45 ,.47 .49 
X MG/L 4900 
5 • 21 • 22 • 23 • 25 
X MG/L 4660 
SRT 1 DAY, 2/18/85 
AFTER WASTING.44 .32 .28 .26 
X MG/L 240 
SRT 10 DAY VEGETOA TYPE SOLIDS, 1/16/85 
0 .961.07 1.08 1.09 
X MG/L 3420 
1 .48 .57 .61 .62 
X MG/L 3320 
2 • 35 . 48 • 59 . 59 
X MG/L 3180 
SRT 20 DAY, 12/25/84, FEED MIXTURE USED 
0 .53 .24 .. 13 .09 
X MG/L 6940 
SRT 7 DAY, 12/16/84, FEED MIXTURE USED 
1 .19 .79 .30 .15 
X MG/L 2180 
3 .63 .59 .27 .15 
X MG/L 2000 
6 .41 .38 .26 .14 
X 1"1G/L 2280 
.43 
1920 
.36 
1800 
.25 
1560 
. 14 
1500 
.67 
3580 
.62 
6080 
.49 
5780 
.26 
4280 
.65 
3800 
.60 
4500 
.52 
4800 
.25 
4300 
.23 
300 
1.05 
3160 
.62 
3200 
.58 
2940 
INSTEAD 
.08 
5860 
INSTEAD 
• 11 
1880 
. 08 
1700 
. 07 
1960 
. 36 • 17 
1400 
.31 .17 
1700 
. 25 . 15 
1580 
.12 .07 
1280 
.61 .39 
2460 
.53 .35 
4800 
• 47 . 33 
4100 
• 27 . 19 
3320 
. 57 . 38 
2540 
.54 .36 
4260 
. 49 . 33 
5100 
• 23 . 19 
4660 
. 18 . 08 
260 
.85 .51 
1880 
. 53 • 34 
2000 
• 46 . 28 
2200 
OF GLUCOSE 
.05 .03 
3300 
OF GLUCOSE 
.05 .02 
980 
.03 .03 
1020 
.04 .03 
940 
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TABLE IV <Continued) 
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION MG/L/MIN. FOR GLUCOSE CONC. 
DECAY Se 1200 2400 3500 6800 13000 22000 
DAYS t-lG/L MG/L MG/L MG/L MG/L MG/L MG/L 
============================================================ 
SRT 20 DAY, 1/1/85, SOLIDS DILUTED ABOUT ONE HALF 
0 . 17 . 1 7 • 18 .20 .20 . 15 . 11 
X MG/L 2660 2560 1860 
1 . 08 . 09 . 11 . 11 . 11 . 11 . 07 
X MG/L 2660 2560 1920 
4 . 03 .04 .03 . 05 . 03 . 03 .01 
X MG/L 3000 2680 2080 
5 .05 .06 ~ 08 .09 .o 7 .06 .04 
X MG/L 2680 2820 2080 
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either directly from the continuous reactor as in the case of 
zero decay days or on the undiluted mixed-1 iquor solid from 
the batch reactors after decay days have been allowed to 
pass. Generally all oxygen consumption rates decreased as 
the decay days increased. The oxygen consumption rate would 
tend to increase with the glucose concentration increase up 
to a point then decrease as the glucose concentration further 
increased. This decrease was expected since the mixed-! iquor 
sol ids had to be removed as the glucose solution was added. 
The sol ids concentration for the decay rate test was less 
then the sample initial sol ids concentration and decreased as 
the decay days increase within each SRT set of data. Such 
should be expected as endogenous respiration would break down 
the sol ids in the batch reactor. The endogeneous factor 
since it is an exponential decay factor' can be checKed 
quicKly by dividing the solid concentration for a large decay 
day test by the sol ids concentration of the initial sample, 
then taKing the natural log of the dividend and dividing by 
the number of decay days. For example, the seven day SRT 
data with a sol ids concentration of 1700mg/L after 17 days of 
decay and 2500mg/L at the initial sample time would give: 
ln(1700/2500) = -.386 (5-1) 
-.386/17 = -.0227/day (5-2) 
This doesn~t agrees with the endogeneous factor <Kd) of 
0.0072 obtained in Table III, however, this test was not 
designed to test for the endogenous factor and wouldn~t have 
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the accuracy of the endogenous factor regression. :=:ince the 
calculated endogenous value is within an order of magnitude 
of the regressed endogenous constant that is probably the 
best agreement that can be expected. 
Several sets of data at the end of this table were not 
used in this analysis because of different techniques used in 
conducting the tests. The last 20 day SRT set was not used 
because the mixed-! iquor sol ids sampled from the continuous 
reactor was diluted to about half concentration sampled. The 
next 7 day and 20 day SRT sets of data were not used because 
the reactor feed mixture was used instead of glucose and it 
was discovered that the magnesium sulfate sol ids in the feed 
at the high test concentration caused an inhibition of oxygen 
c con ·:.ump t i on . The 10 day SRT beggiatoa type sol ids data was 
not used because the biological sol ids were not of the same 
appearance and characteristics as the rest of the data and 
the in it i a 1 oxygen consumption tests indicated that the 
OX>'gen consumed was much higher than was needed for 
•Jtilization of the feed to the reactors. The SRT of one day 
after wasting data set was not used in the analysis because 
it was conducted on mixed-! iquor sol ids taKen from the 
reactor about one hour after wasting when the ·:.o 1 i ds. 
cc•ncen tr.:o. t ion in the continuous reactor would be at i t -=· 
lowest concentration. A 1 I the other zero decay day tests 
conducted on mixad-1 iquor sol ids taKen from the 
continuous reactor prior to wasting of the sol ids when the 
sol ids concentration would be at its highest concentration. 
~:.o 
The oxygen consumption rate of the one day SRT for zero decay 
days increase after a few additions of glucose and then 
decrease. The oxygen consumption rate for the one day SRT 
after wasting decreased with each addition of glucose 
solution. This •.~o.tc••.Jld indica.te tha.t the sol ids in the r·e-=-ctor 
after wasting altered their oxygen consumption rate to the 
maximum rate due to the smaller concentration of sol ids in 
the reactor while using the same amount of feed into the 
The solid accumulated during a day of growth so 
there is an excess of sol ids when the oxygen consumption test 
is conducted prior to wasting. 
The data in Table IV has been rearranged for discussion in 
Tables V through X. Table V 1 ists the oxygen consumption 
test data for the tests run on the day the sample was 
extra.cted fr·om the reactor. The tab! e 1 i -=:.ts the SRT the 
r·e-=-c tor was operated at, the sol ids concentration of the 
samp 1 e \~o.then it was extracted fr·om the r·eac t•::or· and the var i c••.Js 
c•xygen consumption rates fr·om zer·c• glucc•se added Ciust 
extracted from the reactor) to a glucose concentration of 
22,000 mg/1 in the te-:.t· bottle. 
The oxygen consumption data from Table V was corrected 
f cor· the so 1 i ds w i t h drawn f r· om the t e -=· t bot t 1 e du r· i n g the t e -=· t 
as shown in Table VI. The correction factor used to obtain 
the corrected oxygen consumption rate is 1 isted at the top of 
the table above the oxygen consumption data. The c•::or·rec t i c•n 
factor was determined from calculating the serial removal of 
the mixed-1 iquor sol ids from the test bottle. For· e:><a.mp 1 e, 
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TABLE \) 
O><YGEt···~ CONSU~1PT I ON B"( SRT Af'-.JD BY GLUCOSE CONCENTRATION 
OXYGEN CONSUt··1PT I ON t··113/L/~1 IN. FOR GLUCOSE CONC. 
SRT SOLIDS Se 1200 2400 3500 6800 13000 22000 
DAYS tv1G/L MG./L t1G/L t·1G./L f·1G/L MG/L t··1G .. /L t·1G/L 
============================================================ 
• '7' 200 .26 .20 19 . ' • 1 7 • 1 ,:: . . 1 :3 .07 
1 .;S 1 0 .49 . 51 .50 • 51 . 4~ . • :3'? .22 
1 .5 630 .20 .31 .30 • :31 ..,.::;. • .L;. •• .24 . 0 '? 
1 .5 '?50 • .:SO .::·J . 62 .61 .57 .47 ·J·-::1 • o ..... . "'- ._, 
2 760 .3'? .47 4"? 
. ' .48 .45 • 3.!· . 1 1 
•'"I 
i:.. 820 .43 .4'? .4'? .4'? .45 •'J"? . ._, ( 1 '? . ... 
2 820 .43 .49 .4'? .4'? .,45 "J"? 1 ·? . ._, ( . ... 
2 960 .57 .56 .55 5·::-. ._, .50 .41 .26 
:3 1200 .60 . 58 .57 .5'? C:"';' 
. ·-· , . 
• 4,! . .21 
•'J 
"' 
1180 .54 .53 .53 . 51 . 48 .40 17 . .
3 1400 .~A .5'? .5'? .5'? .57 47 . . • 2:3 
5 2040 'C' • o,._. .69 • 6'7' .71 . ~.5 .54 •'j•'J a ..... ._ • 
5 1800 .47 .55 .57 .58 . 55 .48 . 21 
5 2280 .39 • 4:3 .44 .46 .43 .36 • 1 7 
7 2500 .52 .55 .57 5"? 
' I .54 .47 '?9 .... ' 
7 2420 .54 .::..:: a .,_11~ • 5'7' .61 .61 .51 .33 
7 2460 'J .... .w~ .43 .47 .54 .55 .46 .28 
9 3220 .58 .65 60 
. "' .71 .69 .58 ·-:.·::. . ·-··-· 
'7' 3260 .57 6C' • ...J .69 .72 .69 • 5'7' .37 
'? 2540 .59 .71 .73 .72 .69 .57 .33 
'? 2520 .59 .67 • ,!.7 6"? 
' I .63 .53 . 2'? 
15 3860 .61 .67 .• 68 .71 .67 .61 ·:>Q . -...) ' 
15 4120 .44 .58 .60 .65 .65 .57 • 3:3 
20 6440 .53 . 51 .48 4'"" . ( .43 .36 •'j•'J . "- ._, 
20 6820 .55 . 51 5 ...... . .:. .53 .51 4.-. • 7' 4'":> . .... 
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TABLE VI 
CORRECTED OXYGEN CONSUMPTION FOR SOLIDS BY SRT 
AND GLUCOSE CONCENTRATION 
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION ~1G/L/M IN. FOR GLUCOSE CONC. 
SRT SOLIDS Se 1200 2400 3500 6800 13000 22000 
DAYS MG/L MG/L MG/L MG/L MG/L MG/L MG/L MG/L 
============================================================ 
Cor-rection 
factor- 1 . 00 1.03 1 . 07 1 . 11 1.23 1. 54 2.56 
------------------------------------------------------------
.9 200 .26 . 21 .20 .19 .20 .20 . 18 
1 610 .49 .53 .54 .56 .57 .60 .56 
1.5 630 .20 .32 .32 .34 .36 3"'7 • i .23 
1 . 5 950 .60 .64 .66 .68 .70 .72 .59 
2 760 .39 .49 .50 .53 .55 .55 .28 
2 820 .43 .51 .52 .54 .55 .57 . 31 
2 820 .43 . 51 .52 .54 .55 .57 .31 
2 960 .57 .58 .59 .59 .62 .63 .67 
3 1200 .60 .60 .61 .65 .70 .71 .54 
3 1180 .54 .55 .57 .56 .59 .62 .44 
3 1400 .64 .61 .63 .65 • 70 .72 .59 
5 2040 .65 .71 .74 .79 .80 .83 .59 
5 1800 .47 .57 .61 .64 .68 .74 .54 
5 2280 .39 .44 .47 .51 .53 .55 .44 
7 2500 .52 .57 .61 .63 .66 .72 .74 
7 2420 .54 .58 .63 .68 .75 .78 .85 
7 2460 .33 .44 .50 .60 .68 .71 .72 
9 3220 .58 .67 -. 73 .79 .85 .89 .97 
9 3260 .57 .67 .74 .80 .85 .91 .95 
9 2540 .59 .73 .78 .80 .85 .88 .85 
9 2520 .59 .69 .72 .74 .77 .82 .74 
15 3860 .61 .69 .73 .79 .82 .94 1.00 
15 4120 .44 .60 .64 .72 .80 .88 .97 
20 6440 .53 .53 ~51 .52 .53 .55 .59 
20 6820 .55 .53 .57 .59 .63 .75 1 . 08 
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the 0.19 mg/1/min. oxygen consumption rate for 0.9 day SRT 
would be corrected by a factor of 1.07 because 10 ml out of 
300 ml of sol ids solution was removed for the 1200 mg/1 
glucose concentration test and another 10 ml of the 300 ml of 
sol ids solution was removed for the 2400 mg/1 glucose 
concentration test. This equals 
(300 - 10) * (300 - 10) = 0.934 <5-3) 
300 300 
or 93% of the sol ids concentration remaining in the test 
bottle. Inverting this number produces 1.07 which will bring 
the oxygen consumption rate up to the level as if no sol ids 
had been removed. 
Figures 13 and 14 are characteristic plots of the oxygen 
consumption rate data. Figure 12 is a plot of the oxygen 
consumption rate data for the first nine day SRT set and 
Figure 14 is the same data corrected for sol ids removed. 
Figure 14 plot has the resemblance of the Monod type of 
curve characteristic of this data. The maximum oxygen 
consumption rate in the uncorrected Figure 13 occurs around 
the 3500 mg/1 glucose concentration while the maximum in the 
corrected for sol ids, Figure 14, occurs at the highest 
glucose concentration of 22000 mg/1. This characteristic of 
the uncorrected maximum occurring near 3500mg/1 and the 
corrected maximum occurring near the highest glucose 
concentration is consistent in all the SRT data except for 
the smallest SRT of 0.9 davs. The 0.9 day SRT oxygen 
consumption rate data ~a~ ~ ~.fferent type of con~umption 
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Figure 14. Nine Day SRT Oxygen Consumption Rate Corrected 
cur·ve. Figure 15 shows the uncorrected and Figure 16 shows 
the corrected consumption rates. The 0.9 day SRT reactor was 
operating at its maximum consumption rate when extracted from 
the reactor· and shot.ved r1o increase as gl ucc•-:.e v.Jas added. 
The maximum oxygen consumption rates and the in it i a 1 
consumption rates for each SRT are given 
Table VII also contains the ratio of the 
in Table I..}II. 
initia.l 
consumption rate to the maximum and also to the corrected 
maxi mum crxygen consumption rates fr·om the test-: .• It appe.:..r':. 
from these ratios that the initial oxygen consumption rate is 
generally above half the maximum oxygen consumption rate, 
and the over all average of the initial to corrected maximum 
is 0.71 and the initial to maximum i':. 0.88. The r·atio did 
not decrease rapidly as the SRT and sol ids (Xt> increased as 
most Monod type kinetic models would predict. 
Table t.)III contains the initial da>' test a.-:. ,,.Jell .;:r.s 
results of oxygen consumption rate for the various days of 
decay for each SRT condition. Table IX contains the same data 
corrected for sol ids withdrawn in the oxygen consumption 
As the glucose concentration increases the oxygen 
consumption increases and then decreases again at the high 
concentrations. The oxygen consumption 
decrease as the decay days increase as would be expected. 
The larger decay day oxygen consumption rate rows of data 
shot.v the 1 ea.st amount of change as the gi•.Jco':.e concen tr·a t ion 
increases indicating few viable sol ids remaining. The 
maximum oxygen consumption rate for each row of Table VIII 
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SRT 
DAYS 
TABLE '· . ...'I I 
MAXH·1Utv1S AND INITIAL O><YGEt··.~ CONSUt·,1PTI Of"·.~ 
BY SRT 
CORRECTED 
t-1A>~. CONS. 
t1G/L/t1IN 
t1A~·< I t1 Ut1 
CONS. 
t·1G/L/MIN 
INITIAL 
CONS. 
INITIAL 
DI 1J. BY 
MG/L/MIN CORR MAX 
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INITIAL 
D I 1·). B'{ 
t-1AX 
============================================================ 
.9 .-,..:: • .i-0 .26 .26 1. 00 1. 00 
1 .60 . 51 .49 • :32 • '?.::: • 
1 .5 3"7 .31 .20 .54 'C" . ( 
I ·=-·J 
1 .5 ... .., .(~ ..:: . ., • 0"- .60 .83 .'?7 
2 .55 .48 .39 .71 . 81 
2 .57 .49 .43 -.c-• ,.· ._1 •:) •::r • v._, 
2 .57 . 4'~ .43 .75 .88 
•j 
..... .67 .57 .57 .85 1 .00 
.... 
.:J .71 .59 .60 .85 1 .00 
3 . ,!.2 .54 .54 . :37 1 .00 
•':) 
.... .72 . . :$4 .64 . s·~ 1.00 
5 .83 . 71 .65 "'?0 . ( ._. • '7'2 
5 .74 .58 .47 .64 .81 
5 .55 .46 . :39 . 71 .85 
7 .74 .57 C'•j . ._ ..... .70 • '? 1 
7 .85 . 61 .54 .64 go::;o 
. ' 
7 "7·") . ( ..... .55 .33 4.0:: . ._. .. ~o 
9 .97 .71 .58 .60 .82 
9 .95 .72 .57 .60 . 7'? 
9 .88 .73 • 5'7' .67 .81 
9 .82 .67 .59 .72 .88 
15 1 .00 . 71 .61 .61 .86 
15 .97 .65 .44 .45 . ~~·8 
20 .59 .53 5'-:l . ~ . ·~o 1 .oo 
20 1 o·=-. ._. .55 .55 .51 1 .00 
TOTAL 17.85 21 .~~ • 7 { 
AVERAGE .71 .88 
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TABLE VI I I 
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION DECAY 
WITHIN SRT 
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION MG/L/MIN. FOR GLUCOSE CONC. 
SRT DECAY Se 1200 2400 3500 6800 13000 22000 
DAYS DAYS MG/L MG/L MG/L MG/L MG/L MG/L MG/L 
============================================================ 
.9 0 ·.26 .20 . 19 . 1 7 .16 . 13 .07 
1 .03 . 1 0 • 1 1 . 12 . 12 .08 . 06 
3 .03 . 09 .09 . 10 .09 .08 .06 
5 .03 • 06 .07 .07 . 07 .06 . 04 
1 0 .49 .51 .50 . 51 .46 .39 .22 
7 . 09 . 13 . 14 . 13 . 1 3 . 11 . 07 
9 • 06 . 09 . 09 • 10 . 1 0 . 09 .05 
1 • 5 0 .20 .31 .30 .31 .29 .24 .09 
1 . 11 .25 .27 .28 .26 .22 .09 
3 . 07 . 16 . 17 .17 . 17 . 14 .07 
5 .04 . 10 . 11 . 11 • 11 . 09 .05 
1.5 0 .60 .62 .62 .61 .57 .47 .23 
1 .31 .44 .45 .45 .42 .35 .13 
2 0 .39 .47 .47 .48 .45 .36 . 11 
2 . 13 .39 .39 .41 .37 .28 .09 
4 . 19 • 15 ~ • 16 .16 .16 . 13 . 06 
2 0 .43 .49 .49 .49 .45 .37 .12 
1 . 12 .41 .41 .41 .38 .30 .09 
3 . 15 .25 .27 .26 .24 .21 . 13 
4 .21 .31 .37 .39 .37 .30 . 11 
2 0 .43 .49 .49 .49 .45 .37 . 12 
1 .29 .38 .39 .40 .35 .29 . 12 
4 .10 .12 • 13 . 13 .13 . 11 .05 
8 . 05 • 07 • 08 . 07 .08 . 07 .03 
2 0 .57 .56 .55 .53 .50 .41 .26 
1 .29 .38 .37 .37 .35 .30 . 17 
4 • 15 .20 . 19 .20 . 19 . 17 .09 
6 .05 . 12 • 13 . 13 . 13 • 12 .07 
3 0 .60 .58 .57 .59 .57 .46 .21 
1 .24 .29 .31 .32 .33 .28 . 13 
7 . 1 0 . 13 • 1 0 . 15 . 15 . 13 .07 
10 . 05 .09 . 10 .09 • 10 .08 .04 
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TABLE 1-....'III (Continued) 
OXYGEI'·l CONSU~1PT I ON tv1G/L/~·1I N. FOR GLUCO:=;E COr· . .fC:. 
SRT DECAY Se 1200 2400 3500 6800 13000 22000 
DAY"S DAYS t18/L M8/L . 1"1G.-····L 1"18/L 1'18/L r18,/L r·1G./L 
============================================================ 
3 
•":) 
·-· 
5 
5 
5 
.., 
( 
7 
7 
'? 
0 . 54 . 53 
1 • 2$• • 33 
3 . 1 '? • 23 
11 .05 .0'7' 
0 .64 .5'7' 
1 • 1 7 • 35 
0 
1 
4 
14 
0 
2 
. 18 
• 1 7 
.65 
• :35 
.28 
. 05 
.47 
.32 
.20 
.69 
.43 
.35 
• 11 
.55 
.41 
4 . 13 . 34 
0 
1 
2 
8 
0 
1 
8 
17 
0 
1 
4 
7 
I) 
1 
2 
3 
.39 
.27 
. 21 
.09 
2 ;/. 
• Q 
. 15 
. 10 
.54 
.23 
.25 
. 17 
.33 
.32 
. ..,.., 
. "",. 
.26 
.43 
. 3:3 
.27 
. 15 
.55 
.41 
• 1 7 
• 11 
.38 
.27 
• 19 
.43 
.27 
.31 
.31 
0 . 58 . 65 
1 .18 .41 
4 .23 .35 
6 .15 .21 
.34 
·-··J .~-...J 
• 1 1 
.59 
.39 
.25 
•")•") 
. ._ .... 
.69 
.37 
. 13 
.57 
.42 
.35 
.44 
.35 
.28 
· .. 14 
.57 
.43 
. 17 
• 11 
.59 
.40 
.30 
. 21 
.47 
.31 
.29 
. :32 
.68 
.44 
·-:r·=-. ._,._, 
.51 
.35 
.25 
• 1 1 
.59 
.41 
.27 
.24 
.71 
.46 
.38 
. 13 
.58 
.43 
.36 
.46 
.36 
.31 
. 15 
.57 
.45 
• 19 
• 11 
.45 
.31 
•").., 
. "'- "'-
.54 
.39 
• :34 
.32 
• 71 
.48 
.41 
.25 
.48 
• :3:3 
.25 
• 11 
t::-;1 
• . J ( 
I 3'?-
.25 
.23 
.43 
.35 
. 13 
.55 
.41 
"":I "":I 
• -·-.J 
.43 
.36 
.25 
• 14 
.54 
.43 
• 19 
. 12 
. 61 
.45 
.31 
.21 
.55 
.41 
I 3.5 
. :33 
.69 
.48 
.39 
.40 
•")"? 
. "'- ( 
.21 
.I) 9 
4 7 . . 
.36 
.22 
.21 
.54 
.38 
.29 
• 1 1 
.48 
.35 
.29 
.36 
. :31 
. 12 
.47 
.39 
• 1 7 
• 11 
.51 
.40 
·")"? 
• 4. ( 
. 18 
.46 
•jt:: 
. -·-· 
•":)':) 
. ·-·-· 
. :30 
.58 
.43 
.35 
.23 
. 17 
. 11 
. 06 
.-..-. 
• £..:) 
1 q . , 
'13 
• 1 2 
II 1 7 
. 07 
. 21 
. 18 
• 1 7 
1 .., . . . 
• 1 7 
. 15 
• 0 7 
.29 
.25 
• 11 
.07 
.26 
• 19 
. 13 
.20 
• 19 
.38 
. ..,..,. 
. ~ ( 
•")C" • ._._1 
. 15 
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TABLE t.)III <Continued) 
OK'{GEN CONSU~··1PT I ON ~'18/L/~·1 IN. FOR GLUCOSE CONC. 
SRT DECAY Se 1200 2400 3500 6800 13000 22000 
DAYS DAYS MG/L 1"1G/L MG/L 1"18,/L MG/L 1"18./L 1"18 .. /L 
============================================================ 
9 0 .57 .65 .69 .72 .69 .59 .37 
1 .36 .45 .48 .52 .51 .45 . 2'7 
4 . 19 .26 .27 20 . ._. 27 . .,..., • 1,:a . . . ,._ 
1 1 . 09 . 12 • 14 • 14 • 1 :3 . 1 2 . 0 7 
9 0 .59 . 71 .73 .72 .69 .57 • :3:3 
1 .54 .65 .67 . .:.a .58 . :35 
4 .20 .29 .29 .30 2"7 . ' ·?·-::> • o~;.>J • 15 
1 1 . 07 . 11 • 11 • 12 1 •") . "- • 11 .07 
9 0 . 5'7 .67 .67 .67 .63 ~·-::> . _,_, .29 
1 .41 . 51 .53 .55 .52 .44 .22 
2 .28 --::>"? . _, ( .40 . 41 .39 .35 .21 
6 . 14 .21 .21 .23 .21 1q . , • 11 
15 0 .61 .67 .68 .71 .67 .61 .39 
1 .37 .53 .57 .64 6""' • .I;. .53 .35 
3 .32 .43 .48 . 4'7 .49 .47 ·-::>--::> • -..J-..J 
5 .23 .25 2~ . ;;;) .27 .26 .27 . 1 9 
15 0 .44 .58 .60 .65 .65 .57 .38 
1 .38 .48 .57 .61 .60 .54 .36 
•"j 
-· 
.37 .45 '"". 47 .49 5"J . "- . 4'7 .33 
5 .21 .22 .23 .25 .25 • 2:3 • 1 9 
20 0 .53 .51 .48 .47 4"-. • ,:1 3.0:: . ._. .23 
20 0 .55 . 51 .53 ~--::> . 51 4Q 4"J • -•w . , . "-
7•:) i ._. 
TABLE r·v· ,;· .. 
CORRECTED OXYGEN CONSUMPTION DECAY 
f....JITHIN SRT 
m<YGEN CONSUt·1PT I ON t·113.,· ... L/t1 IN. FOR GLUCOSE CONC. 
SRT DECAY Se 1200 2400 3500 6800 1:3000 22000 
DAYS DAYS MG/L t·113/L 1"113/L 1"113/L ~113/L 1"113/L t·1G/'L 
============================================================ 
Correction 
factor 1 .00 1 .03 1 • 07 1 • 11 1 .23 1 .54 2. 5~, 
------------------------------------------------------------
.'? 0 • 2·:S .21 .20 • 1 '? .20 .20 • 18 
1 • 03 • 10 • 12 . 13 . 15 1 •'j . .... • 15 
•':) 
._. • 03 • 0 '? • 1 0 • 11 • 1 1 • 12 • 15 
5 .03 • 0 .:, . 07 .08 • 0 '? • 09 • 0 1 
1 0 .4'? .53 .54 .56 .57 .60 . 5e . 
7 • 09 1 .-. . .:;, • 15 • 14 . 16 . 1 7 • 18 
9 • 06 • 09 . 1 0 . 1 1 1 •'j . .... • 1 4 . 1 :3 
1 .5 0 .20 .32 3.., . ..... .34 ...... -:. • .:J•..J '""""' . .:;, .23 
1 • 11 .26 .29 .31 ·::. •'j .34 -')-':) . .;;;) .... . .:... ._, 
3 . 07 . 1 7 • 18 • 19 .21 2.., . .... • 18 
5 . 04 • 1 0 • 12 . 12 • 14 • 14 • 13 
1.5 0 .60 .64 .66 .68 • 70 .72 .59 
1 .31 .46 .48 .50 .52 .54 .33 
2 0 • 3'7' .49 .50 .53 .55 .55 .28 
...... 
L • 1 :3 .40 .42 .45 .46 4'-:l . .;;;) .23 
4 • 19 • 16 • 1 7 • 18 .20 .20 .15 
2 0 .43 • 51 .52 .54 .55 c-~ • .._!( .31 
1 1 . .., . .... .42 .44 .45 .47 .46 ·'j•:) ...... ._. 
•':) 
• 15 .26 • 2'7' .2'? • :30 .-. ...... ·::.·::. ._. • -=·£ . ._...:;.) 
4 .21 .32 .40 .43 .46 .46 ·":tO ..... '-' 
. .., 
.... 0 .43 .51 c---. .-.J.i:.. .54 .55 .57 • :31 
1 • 2'? • :3'? .40 .41 .43 .46 .44 
4 . 15 .21 .20 .22 . .., •':) . "'-·-· . 2·~· • 2:3 
6 . 05 1 . .., . ..... • 14 • 14 . 16 .. • 18 
2 0 1!57 .58 c-q . ~-· .59 • ~.2 .::·":~ . '.-'·-· L.'? 1 r_l 1• 
1 ·-:r·~ a..:...7 .39 .40 .41 4'::0 . ._; 4..:: D '-' .44 
4 . 1 5 .21 .20 .22 ·?·':) . "'--' . 2t . .23 
6 • 05 . 12 • 14 • 14 . 16 • 18 • 18 
3 0 . . :.o .60 .61 •• C' .o;;;~ .70 .71 .54 
1 .24 .30 3'::0 . ._. 3C' • ...J .41 .43 •':)-";:) . ·;.}-• 
7 . 1 0 • 13 • 1 1 • 1 7 • 18 .20 • 18 
10 • 05 . 0'? • 11 • 1 0 . 12 1 . .., . .... .10 
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TABLE D< (Continued) 
O:::<YGEN CONSUMPTION ~'113/L/M IN. FOR GLUCOSE CrJf'.JC • 
SRT DECAY Se 1200 2400 3500 6800 1:3000 22000 
DAYS DAYS ~'113/L MG./L t-113/L MG/L MG/L HG./L t·,1G .. /L 
============================================================ 
3 0 .54 .55 .57 .56 .59 6'",) .. ,.;;. .44 
1 .29 .34 .36 .39 .41 4'":> . ..... . :31 
3 • 19 .24 .25 .28 .31 .32 .28 
1 1 • 05 • 09 . 12 • 12 . 14 . 14 . 15 
3 0 .64 .61 .63 .65 .70 .72 .59 
1 . 1 7 .36 4'? . .... .45 • 4:3 .55 .49 
3 • 18 .24 .27 .30 .31 .34 •';)·';) • ._.o.J 
6 . 1 7 .21 .24 .27 .28 ·~·":! • -..J .... •';)•';) a •J._I 
5 0 .65 .71 .74 .79 .80 .83 .59 
1 .35 .44 .49 . 51 .53 .58 . 31 
4 .28 .36 .40 .42 .43 .45 .44 
14 . 05 • 11 . 14 • 14 • 1 .:. . 1 7 • 1 :3 
5 0 .47 5"? 
. ' .61 .64 .68 .74 .54 
2 ·:::-.-. • .... u:.. .42 .45 .48 .50 .54 . 4c· 
4 . 13 .35 .37 .40 .41 4&::' • ..J .44 
5 0 .39 .44 .47 . 51 .53 .55 .44 
1 .27 .34 .37 .40 .44 .48 .44 
2 .21 .28 .30 .34 .37 .38 •':)•-. • ._.c • 
8 . 09 • 16 ' • 15 • 17 • 1 7 . 18 . 18 
7 0 .52 .57 . . :.1 .63 .66 .72 .74 
1 .26 4'",) 
. ' .46 .50 &::'•:) .. _ . ._. .60 .64 
8 • 15 • 18 ~ 18 .21 2'J 
. "" .26 •":)0 • Jl-'-' 
17 • 10 . 11 1 •":) . .... . 12 . 15 • 17 . 18 
7 0 .54 .58 .63 .68 ... c:' • i' ·..! .78 .85 
1 .23 .39 .43 .50 .55 6'":> . ..... .67 
4 ·?&::' ..... ~ .28 .32 .34 .38 4.-. • .c.. .49 
7 . 1 7 .20 .22 .24 ·-:>..:: ..... '-1 .28 • :33 
7 0 .33 .44 .50 .60 .68 • 71 "?·-. • ' .c.. 
1 3.-.. . ""' .28 3''::1 . -· .43 .50 .54 .56 
2 2"'7 . ,. .32 .31 .38 .44 .51 .51 
3 .26 .32 ~34 .35 .41 .46 .49 
9 0 .58 .67 .73 . 7$' .85 .89 . '?7 
1 . 18 .42 .47 5'J 
. "" 
. 5'? .66 .69 
4 .23 .36 .41 .45 .48 .54 .64 
6 • 15 •":)•":) . "-"'- •",) c:' ·""-~ .28 .31 .35 .38 
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TABLE IX < C•:Jn t i nrJed) 
O><YGEN CONSUMPTION f'v1G./L/t"1 IN. FOR GLUCOSE CONC. 
SRT DECAY Se 1200 2400 3500 6800 13000 22000 
DAYS DAYS ~·1G/L t1G/L MG/L t1G/L MG/L t-18.,..-·L t·1G./L 
============================================================ 
9 0 .57 .67 .74 .80 .85 .'7'1 • i?5 
1 .36 .47 . 51 .58 .63 . .!-9 .74 
4 . 19 .27 .29 .31 •';:)•';:) • ·J-• .34 .41 
1 1 OQ . ' • 1 2 • 15 . 15 1 .;; • v • 1 !3 .18 
'? 0 .59 .73 .78 .80 .85 .88 • !35 
1 .54 .67 7•-, . . "" .84 . !39 .90 
4 .20 .30 .31 .33 .33 .35 ·-=-·=-• ~·-J 
1 1 • 07 • 1 1 . 12 • 1 :3 • 15 • 1 7 • 18 
9 0 . 5'? .69 .72 .74 .77 .82 .74 
1 .41 .53 .57 .61 .64 .68 .56 
2 .28 .38 .43 .45 .48 .54 .54 
6 • 14 .22 .22 •",)C" .~~ . 2·5 . .,,...., •"-7 .28 
15 0 .. :.1 • ~.9 .73 .79 .82 .94 1 . 0 I) 
1 .37 .55 .61 .71 .76 .82 .90 
•';:) 
.... 
·';:) ':) 
. ._.,_ 
.44 .51 .54 .60 ""1•? . (- .85 
5 2':1 . .... .26 .27 .30 o'j•""l . .;;,;}~ .42 .49 
15 0 .44 .60 .64 .72 .80 .88 .97 
1 •';:)•::> ..... o .50 .61 .68 .74 .83 • '?2 
3 .37 .47 -.• 50 .54 .64 .75 .85 
.,. 
-· 
.21 . .,...., a.l-.:J .25 .28 . :31 .35 .49 
20 0 .53 .53 .51 .52 .53 .55 .59 
20 0 .55 • 5:3 .57 .59 .63 7C" . . -..) 1 • 08 
and Table IX were identified and placed i~ Table X under the 
headings "MA:X:. O:x:''(GEN COI'·lSUt-"tPTION" and "COR. t1AX. OX'-(GEN 
CONS. II It is from these maximums that the uncorrected and 
corrected oxygen decay constants were determined as discussed 
next. 
C. Development of Decay Constants 
Since the oxygen consumption decay is a decreasing 
exponer. t i a 1 , the decay constant can be found by 1 inearizing 
the negative exponential decay equation as follows, where Co 
is the oxygen consumption rate for day zero, Cdd is the 
oxygen consumption rate for a selected day dd and the decay 
constant K. 
(5-4) 
ln(Cdd/Co) = -K*dd (5-5) 
The decay constant K is the magnitude of the slope of the 
r·egress ion 1 i ne of the natural log of the ratio of the 
oxygen consumption rate to the 
versus the decay days. 
in it i a 1 consumption rate 
In Table X, the maximum oxygen consumption rate for each 
decay day was divided by the zero day maximum. Th i :. resu 1 t 
i:. listed under the columr• labelled "STANDARDD<ED BY INITIAL" 
and "CORRECTED STANDARDIZED BY INITIAL." The zero data ratio 
was omitted since it would always be equal to unity and in 
statistical analysis should be removed so as not to bias 
regression results. A simple statistical para! Tel in the 
TABLE >< 
STAf'·JDARD I ZED f'"1A>< I ~··1U~1 m<YGEt·..J CONSU~··1PT I ON BY 
INITIAL OXYGEN CONSUt1PTI ON 
77 
SRT DECAY MAX. OXYGEN STAND. COR. MAX. STAND. 
DAY DAY Cot·.JSIJtv1PTION BY INITIAL OX'(GEN CONS. BY INITIAL 
t-1G/L./f'"1I N • f'"1G/L./t-1I N • 
============================================================= 
0.9 
1 
1 • 5 
1 • 5 
2 
2 
2 
3 
0 
1 
3 
5 
0 
7 
9 
0 
1 
3 
5 
0 
1 
0 
2 
4 
0 
1 
3 
4 
0 
1 
4 
6 
0 
1 
4 
6 
0 
1 
7 
10 
.12 
• 1 0 
• 07 
.51 
• 14 
• 10 
.31 
.28 
• 17 
• 11 
.45 
.48 
.41 
• 16 
.49 
.41 
.27 
• :39 
.49 
.40 
.13 
.08 
.57 
• :38 
.20 
. 13 
.60 
• 15 
• 1 0 
.46 
.38 
.27 
.27 
.20 
.90 
.55 
.35 
.73 
.85 
.33 
.84 
.55 
.80 
.82 
...,..., 
• .L.i 
.16 
.67 
.35 
.23 
.55 
.25 
• 1 7 
.15 
• 15 
.09 
.60 
.18 
• 14 
·';)"? 
• •.,I( 
.34 
.22 
• 14 
.72 
.54 
.55 
.46 
.20 
.57 
.47 
•:::0';:) . ._._, 
.46 
5 ..., 
. ; 
.46 
.26 
• 18 
.67 
.46 
.26 
. 18 
.71 
.43 
.20 
• 12 
.58 
.58 
..... C' 
• .:J·-· 
.30 
• 2:3 
.92 
.59 
.38 
.75 
.84 
..... ' 
• ..:•0 
.82 
.58 
.81 
.81 
.46 
.32 
.39 
.27 
• ,!. 1 
.28 
• 1 7 
78 
TABLE v ...... (CONTINUED> 
SRT DECAY t-"1AX. OXYGEN STAND. t··1AX. OK'( GEt-··~ STAND. 
DAY DAY CONSUt·-1PT I ON BY INITIAL CONSUt-"1PT I ON BY H-.JI TI AL 
t-"1G/"L/ty1 It'·~. t-"1 G./ L/t-1 IN • 
============================================================= 
·:> 
-· 
0 .54 .62 
1 3"" . ~ .65 4':> . .... LO . ,_,._, 
~. 
.:, .25 • 4·5 .32 .52 
1 1 . 11 .20 . 15 .24 
3 0 .64 .72 
1 .41 .64 .55 "'?L • i ·-· 
3 .27 .42 .34 .47 
6 .24 .38 .33 4.0:: . ·-· 
5 0 .71 .83 
1 .46 .65 .58 .70 
4 .38 .54 .45 .54 
14 .13 .18 . 18 .22 
5 0 .58 .74 
2 4"-::l .74 .54 "?·::< • w . ,. ·-· 
4 .36 .62 .45 •. ;51 
5 0 .46 .55 
1 .-, .. • ..:-o .78 .48 0"? • w ( 
2 .31 .67 .38 .6'? 
8 • 15 .33 • 18 .33 
7 0 .57 .74 
1 • 45 .79 .64 .st . 
8 • 19 .33 .28 .:38. 
17 • 12 .21 . 18 .24 
7 0 .61 .85 
1 .45 .74 .67 .79 
4 .31 .51 .49 .79 
7 ·?·") • L.J;;. .36 .33 .3'? 
7 0 .55 .72 
1 .41 "?C" . { _, . 5·5 • 7:3 
2 .36 .0::"" ai.;J-1 .51 .71 
3 .33 .60 .49 .68 
9 0 • 71 ~..., • '7 i' 
1 .48 .68 .69 .71 
4 .41 .58 .64 . 6·6 
6 .25 .-.r:: • ..:....J • :38 .39 
TABLE ){ <CONTINUED) 
SRT DECAY t'1AX. OKYGEN STAND. 1'"1AX. OX'(GEN ::::TAND. 
DA'{ DAY CONSUt-'1PT I ON BY INITIAL CONSUMPTION BY HHTIAL 
MG/"L/MIN. 1'"113,/L/t'l IN. 
============================================================= 
9 0 .72 .95 
1 .52 .72 .74 .78 
4 .28 • 3'? .41 .4:::: 
1 1 . 14 . 1 9 . 18 1 .-. • 7 
0 "?·":) • i _, .88 
1 .68 9'=' . "" .90 1 • 02 
4 .30 .41 .:38 .43 
1 1 • 12 . 16 . 18 .20 
9 0 .67 .82 
1 .55 .82 .. :.8 ·::.·":> . ._,,_, 
2 .41 .61 .54 • 6~:6 
6 .23 .34 .29 .-.c:-• • ;j ._1 
15 0 .71 1 . 00 
1 . .:.4 .90 .90 .90 
:3 .49 .69 .85 .85 
5 .27 .38 . 4'7 .49 
15 0 .65 .97 
1 .61 .94 9"? . - .95 
3 .52 .80 .85 .88 
5 .25 .:38 .49 . 51 
20 0 .48 .48 
20 0 .53 1 . 08 
:30 
average and standard deviation calculation can help to 
explain why these unity data points should be excluded. When 
the average of 10 data points is taken the average value 
essentially contains one tenth of each data point of 
information which totals to what is called one degree of 
freedom •::.f the 10 degrees. of freedc•m of the 10 da. t.:.. points .. 
When a standard deviation is calculated this average is 
subtracted from each data point prior to squaring and 
s.umm i ng. This subtracts one tenth of its own 
from each data point prior to squaring whic~ 
degrees of freedom of information in the standard deviation 
Therefore the sum of the squares is divided bx 
one less than the number of data points used in the 
c.;..lculati•::.n. In the decay constant regression if the maximum 
oxygen consumption for each zero day is included in the 
regression there would be a variability around the 
(zero day) and around the slope (decay constant). Since 
this study is interested mainly in the decay constant then 
dividing each maximum oxygen consumption by its zero day 
maximum forces each slope to begin at the same intercept of 
one, removing the variability of the inter·cept term. By 
dividing by the zero day maximum the information in that zero 
da>' va 1 ue is divided into the rest of the data points. In 
logarithms di~)ision become·:. s•Jbstr·action and the l•:•g •:•f the 
in it i a 1 rna>: i mum being substrac ted fr·om a 11 the rest c•f the 
logs. If al 1 the unity values are left in the regression, 
the regression intercept would be erroneously forced to be 
81 
one by all the unity values which contain no information. Bv 
removing the unity values the regression will 
analyzing the slope variability and the degrees of freedom of 
information remaining after excluding the unity terms will be 
appropriate for the slope variability determination. 
The plot of the natural log of the oxygen maximum divided 
by the initial maximum on the vertical axis and the decay 
days on the horizontal axis is shown in Figure 17. The 1 ine 
from this plot has an intercept less than the ln(l) = 0, but 
has the expected negative slope for decay. Table ><I cont.:..in 
results from regression of the natural C•f this 
standardized ratio versus the day of decay. The C•:=trrelation 
index (RA2) was 73% indicating good correlation of the data. 
The slope of -0.12572 has units of 1/days and as such 
corresponds to an average time of decay of 7.95 days. The 
regression of the natural log of the corrected standardized 
rates shown in Figure 18 has a slope of -0.1175 with a 
cc•r·relation index of 77~';, This slope corr·esponds tc• 8.51 day· 
average time of decay. These two averages differ by 7% with 
the corrected data producing the larger average time of 
decay. When data of eleven days and older is deleted from the 
set the correlation index for the natural lc•g of the 
standardized oxygen consumption remains the same while the 
cc•rrelation index of the corrected set of data decreases to 
as in Table XI. The intercept ter·m the 
uncor·rec ted -:.e t changes from -0.24 to -0.13 while the 
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Figure 17. Decay Constant Regression Al 1 Data 
:32 
16 
DATA SET 
TABLE ><I 
REGRESSION OF DECAY CONSTANT 
SLOPE INTERCEPT CORRELATION 
It··lDE><' RA 2 
STAt···lDARD 
ERROR 
============================================================ 
NATURAL LOG 
OF STANDARDIZED 
O><YGEN 
CONSUt1PT I ON 
NATURAL LOG 
OF STANDARDIZED 
CORRECTED OXYGEN 
-0 .1257 
CONSUMPTION -0.1175 
-.2444 0.7280 0.2703 
-0 .1655 0.7702 0.2257 
DATA SETS f...JITH DATA CORRESPONDING TO ELE1v 1EN DAYS AND OLDER 
DELETED FRm1 REGRESS I ON 
NATURAL LOG 
OF STANDARDIZED 
OXYGEN 
CONSUMPTION -0 . 1 638 
NATURAL LOG 
OF STANDARDIZED 
CORRECTED OXYGEN 
CONSUMPTION -0.1334 
-0.1304 0.7325 0. 23:32 
-0 .150'? 0.5746 0.2762 
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Figu~e 18. Decay Constant Regression All Data Co~rected 
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oc:-
·-··-' 
corrected set of data changes from -0.17 to -0.15. The-:.e 
two plots can be seen in Figure 19 and 20. Idea.lly the lo:og 
of the zero day standardized data of one would be zero. The 
regression intercept, however, was less than zero indicating 
the zero day oxygen maximum consumption was greater than what 
the decay data predicts. The zero day sol ids test was 
conducted on solid-:. v.Jithdrat;..~n from the continuous r·eactor·. 
A fraction of these sol ids would still be in the growth stage 
utilizing the feed that was entering the reactor prior to 
samp 1 i ng. If the decay days from the inverted slope were ...., ? .. . ( 
day then one day out of this 7.7 days of sol ids would sti 11 
be in biological growth. <The decay days would be 1 ike a 
sludge retension time of only viable sol ids.) Biological 
growth or ce 11 division is very demanding on energy and 
oxygen consumption because one cell becomes two in cell 
d i vis i c•n. The zero day decay oxygen consumption would 
essentially have one extra day oxygen consumption not 
predicted from the rest of the test results. If this •:one da::...-
equivalent c•f oxygen constJmption ~·Jere subtr·acted from the 
zero day oxygen consumption then the best regression equation 
could be found as the intercept best matching this new zero 
day oxygen consumption which excludes the growth. The ·:. 1 c•p e 
of each regression is the inverted decay days which i-:. the 
same as one decay day divided by the decay days CK = 1/decay 
da.y-:.) • Subtracting the slope from one would give the 
fraction of oxygen consumption excluding a one day fraction 
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of oxygen consumption. TaKing the na tur.:..l log c•f th i ·~ term 
should give a number equal to the the 
regression. Table XII 1 ists these calculations for each of 
the decay constant regression. In Table XI the cal c 'J l at i on 
from the slope which best predicts the intercept is the decay 
constant -0.1334 for the corrected data set excluding data 
greater than or equal to eleven decay day because it has the 
-:.m.:.. 1 l est per· c en t d i f fer en c e from the c a 1 c 'J 1 ate d i n t e r •: e p t 
from the slope. 
A comment on the effect of the substrate in the 
continuous reactor on the decay rate is appropriate here, to 
point out some differences between the decay of viability in 
the batch reactors and the action occurring in a continuous 
reactor·. The decay factor, K = .13/day, found in the batch 
reactors for greater than one day decay would correspond to a 
pr·edominance of solids viabilih' decay. The decay r·ecognized 
in the first day of decay was much higher due to the fact 
that a continuous reactor has substrate being introduced into 
it al 1 the time which caused the initial oxygen consumption 
to be inordinately too high. If the substrate effect, 
identified here as Km, is recognized tci be at least as large 
as the decay effect, K, then when analyzing the continuous 
reactor data the expected decay constant should be the 
summatic•n of both factors, l<m + K, inste.ad of c•nly the dec.:<.Y 
factor. Because of this complication the equation (3-4) for 
viable sol ids will need to be corrected for continuous 
Slope t··1agni.-
tude 
TABLE ><I I 
Z~ro Day Int~rc~pt Calculations 
Fraction lnCFraction) 
Calc. for 
Zero Day 
Actual 
Inter·-
c~pt 
:39 
~··~ Diff~r~nt 
from Calc. 
============================================================= 
All data points includ~d 
Not cclr·r~·= ted 
0. 1257 0.8743 
Cor-rected 
0.1175 0.8825 
-0.1343 
-0. 1250 
Eleven day and old~r- decay data ~xcluded 
Not cc•rr·ec ted 
-0.2444 o.-.• .. ·· ... ~~ .. ·. 
-0. 01.£.55 
0.163:3 0.8362 -0.1789 -0.1304 27 
Cc•rrec ted 
0.1334 0.8666 -0 .1432 -0.1509 5 
90 
reactors as follows: 
Xv = ( 1 > Xt (5-6) 
((Km + K>*SRT + 1) 
Because the batch reactor for the first day of decay is a 
discontinuation from the continuous reactor, the appropriate 
value for the Km factor is hard to ascertain from batch data 
but appears to be as large as the decay constant. 
A statistical factorial design, Table XIII, was 
constructed to test if the corrected and noncorrected decay 
constants were equivalent and to test if the decay constant 
was independent of the SRT of the reactors. An analysis of 
variance <ANOVA>, Table XIV, summarizes these results. The 
hypothesis that the corrected and noncorrected decay rates 
were equal was rejected at the 95/. confidence level 
indicating that the data should be corrected for sol ids 
removal. The hypothesis that the decay rate was independent 
of SRT was rejected when all the data was compared together 
with an F ratio of 9.43. When the SRTs were separated into 
group A of 3, 7, and 9 day SRTs and group 8 of less than 2, 
2, and 15 day SRTs, the hypothesis of independence could not 
be rejected within the groups. The among groups test 
contrasts the two groups with the rejected hypothesis 
indicating that the two group were different from each other. 
This indicates that the 3, 7, and 9 day SRT decay constants 
are essentially the same and the less than 2, 2, and 15 day 
SRT decay constants are essentially the same. As indicated 
in Table XIII, the 3, 7, and 9 day SRT data came from the 
TABLE ><I I I 
'3TATI:3TICAL FACTORIAL DE:3Ii3t"··J 
DECAY CON:3TANT, K 
:3RT NOT CORRECTED CORRECTED TOTAL:=. 
============================================================= 
t::=.roup A 
fr· c•rn 11 i:er· r·e&.ci:c•r 
·::1 d::. ., .. 0 1 :30.:::. _, . 
0 . 0 9:37 
"7 d&.::•' 0 1 20 1 
0 . 1 1 1 '~' 
1:;:) d&.··· 0 . 0 '?:2'7' 
0 1 .• ""?<= . C' ( ._1 
fr·•:•rn 2. 9:2 1 i i:er· r·eac tor 
1 e·:.·:. i:h&.n 2 d.:..Y: . 
• '7' d~v 0.1:3:32 
1 • 5 d.:..Y 
:2 0 d-~.·:r-' 0.:3302 
0.2140 
fr·orn 2. 85 1 i i:er· r·ea.c tor· 
i 5 da·:.-· 
Tot.:-.1-::. 
H'·..' e r· .:..ge 
0.215.::. 
0.2264 
0. 1 731 
0. 140 2 
0.0'7'31 
0. 11 76 
0.0686 
0. 1687 
0.12t,:3 
0.:2211 
0. 1860 
0. 187'7' 
0. 1520 
0. 1555 
1. 6:271 
o.t,271 
0 • 41 7'7' 
0 • 4 :3'7'4 
0.'7'181 
0.7495 
:3.7039 
0.154:3 
:;:;OURCE 
OF 1·.)AF.: I AT I Qt-·.j 
TABLE ><I 1• • ...' 
AN01-.)A TABLE DF ·=;TATI STI CAL 
F~CTDRIAL DESIGN 
DEGREE:=; 
DF FREEDOt--1 
su~-1 oF 
SG!UAF.:ES 
t·-1EAN F 
SG!UARE RATIO 
17'2 
TEST 
===================:========================================= 
t·-le :..n 0 .5716 0 • 571·=· 
:=;Fn: a.l l 1:" . .) 0 .053:3 0 .0107 ·?.43 1:" ~·· 1'? 
r·e..ie•:ted 
t3r· CIIJ p A 
:3RT ::::' 7 • t:~'? 
.-. 
L 0 .00025 0 .00012 0 . 1 1 1:' -,,-. _,. t 7 
c.~:: a.::··· 
Gr c•u p B 
:3F.:T <2, 'j ..... .~d5 2 0 .0058 0 .0029 . .., =·::. ~. ·-''-' 5. 7'? 
C•ka.:F·· 
Among Gr· C•UD ·:. 0 .0472 0 .0472 41 _,..., t .. 61 . ,. , .
r·ej ec ted 
Cor·r·ec ted v·:. 0 .0085 0 .0085 -, C"•") I • _,._ _6 .. ~.1 
nc•t cc•r·rec ted re._iected 
E::-~ per· i men ta.l 5 0 .0057 0 .001 1 
Er·r· c•r· 
'3.:..mp l i ng Er·r·c·r· 12 0 .0:3478 0 .002'7' 
2.86 1 iter reactor while the 2 day and less SRT data came 
from the 2.92 1 iter reactor. The 15 day SRT reactor was 
started with seed from the 2.92 1 iter reactor. Appar·en t 1 y 
these two groups developed biological sol ids of different 
predominance of bacteria with different decay rates. 
The deca::-... cons.tant selected as best fr·c•m these .:..na.J ::o ... s.es. 
slope of the natural log of the standardized oxygen 
consumption rate corrected where the eleven day or older data 
has been deleted has a slope of -0.13 which corresponds to a 
7.7 day average time of death for the biological organisms 
relative to oxygen consumption. The corrected rate was 
selected because statistically the rates are not equal and 
intuitively the corrected rate would be more characteristic 
of the maximum oxygen consumption. This was born out by the 
calculation of what the intercept should be if the growth 
continuing from the reactor feed were removed and then 
compared to the intercept as in Table XII. 
rate has less correlation apparently because the accumulated 
error from the serial removal of sol ids during the oxygen 
consumption rate test which would be much greater for the 
higher glucose tests. 
Using this decay constant of K = 0.13./day, and .:..s.s.i•;~ning 
zero to the Km term, the viable sol ids can be calculated 
using equation (5-6). This equ~tion needs to be corrected 
because the sol ids in-the reactors near one day SRT are 
operating in the continuous reactor at their maximum rate. 
This corresponds to all sol ids being viable as Walker and 
'7'4 
Davie~ found and also agrees with the 0.'7' daY SRT oxYgen 
consumption data. Since the decaY daYs for a reactor are one 
daY less than the SRT, the '·..' i a.bl e :.c•l i d~. eo•Jat ion ~-hc•ul d be 
corrected by substracting one day from the SRT, a·:. f 0] ] OI .. •.J·:. 
wtth Km asstgned equal to zero. 
Xv = C )*Xt ~----------~--------~ <5-7) Ckm+k)*(SPT-1> + 1) 
u.:..r·iou~. :3RT cc•nditic•n:. •J·:.ing this eq•Ja.tic•n are sh•:JIJJn in Table 
taken from Table V is multiplied bY the viability tn Table 
-.. ... ·r I 
..... ·-.·· . the • ..J i .:..bl e ·:.ol i d~. concentr·a.t i c•r•~· i ncr·ea.~.e to the 1400 
mg .... ··· I concentration when it reaches five daY SRT and then 
remains tn that range of concentration for the higher SRTs as 
shc•l .. •.m in Ta.bl e v"l I ...... ·· ... 
t.• . lhen the tnttial oxvgen consumption is divided b>· the 
Viable sol ids as shown in Table XV, this specific oxygen 
for SRT:. above five days is smal 1 as compared with the large 
in the • ...••:d .:..t i 1 e ~-u·:.pended ·:.ol i d~. O<t>. l ..•,lhen 
con:tder ing variability of biological data the specific 
o~Ygen uptaKe could even be considered a~ a constant above 
five daY SRT due to the smal 1 change as SRT i ncr·ea.:.e~ .. A 
plot of thts specific oxYgen uptaKe relative to viable sol ids 
in Fi9ur·e 21, demonstates that the decr·e.:..se in 
spect~ic oxygen uptaKe for SRTs less than five daYs is of a 
SRT Xt 
TABLE ><'.) 
VIABILITY AND UPTAKE OF MIXED-LIQUOR 
SOLIDS FOR SELECTED SRT 
l..iiABLE INITIAL INITIAL ~'1AX. 
SOLIDS O><YGEN OXYGEN Ox:YGEN 
Xt CONSUI'-1P. UPTAKE CONSUI'-1P . 
. 1 3 ( SRT -1 ) + 1 
'?5 
MA><. 
O><'t'GEI'·l 
UPTAI<E 
============================================================= 
0.9 200 200 •j.;; •4-Q 0.001:3 • 2·5 0.00130 
1 610 610 .49 0.00080 .60 0.00098 
2 760 673 .39 0.00058 .55 0.00082 
3 1200 952 .60 0.00063 .71 0.00075 
5 2040 1342 .65 0.00048 .83 0.00062 
.., 
{ 2500 1404 5"? . ..... 0.00037 .74 0.00050 
9 3220 1578 .58 0.00037 • '?7 0.001).£.1 
15 3860 1369 .61 0.00045 1.00 0.00073 
20 6440 1856 .53 0.00029 .59 0.00032 
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Figure 21. Oxygen uptaKe and maximum oxygen uptaKe using 
decay constant K = 0.13 to determine viable 
solids. 
I 
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decrea.s i ng e:x:pc•nen t i a 1 char.acter but the ·:.pecific O>!.::-'gen 
up taJ.:e fc•r· SRT·:. •;;~r·e.ater· thar. f i •)e da:;.···:. seem-:. to deviate fr·om 
this tr·end and become con-:.tan t. Al SC• in F i gu r· e 21 
' 
the 
maximum specific oxygen uptake has been plotted. The maximum 
specific oxygen uptake curve and the specific oxygen uptake 
curve at one day SRT are the same but as the SRT 
the two curves separate with the specific oxygen uptake curve 
values at about half the value of the maximum curve. The 
maximum curve decreases exponentially as the SRT i ncrea-:.es 
from one day. One would expect the maximum curve to remain 
fairly constant and not decrease as the SRT increased. The 
decay constant was determined from the decaying sol ids while 
the initial and maximum oxygen consumption were from samples 
removed from the continuous reactor. As such, other factors 
rela.tive to the continuous reactor characteristics could be 
confusing the results in the oxygen uptake determinations. 
This maximum oxygen uptake using the decay constant and the 
maximum oxygen uptake using volatile suspended sol ids has 
been plotted in Figure 22 to show that the volatile suspended 
sol ids produces a maximum uptaKe curve wh1ch decreases faster 
than the curve corrected for v i ab i 1 i t y i n d i cat i n g t h a. t the 
use of volatile suspended sol ids with out correction for 
vi ab i 1 i ty 
bi ol ogi cal 
is less characteristic of the viable fraction of 
sol ids in the reactor than the concentration of 
sol ids corrected using the decay constant. 
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Figure 22. Maximum oxygen uptaKes relative to viable sol Ids 
and volatile suspended sol ids 
D. Viabi 1 ity of Mixed-1 iquor Volatile Suspended Sol ids 
In the results section concerning oxygen consumption 
tests, a decay rate of K = 0.13/day and an equation equating 
viable sol ids to volatile suspended sol ids was developed from 
sol ids decaying in batch reactors where Km equal zero a.nd 
CSRT-1) equals the decay days. 
Xu= Xt/(Km+K>*CSRT-1> + 1) (5-7) 
The rate of decay of the zero to one day decay was larger 
than the rest of the decay ~urue. This high rate was 
attributed to the first day of decay starting out with the 
same mix that was in the continuous reactor which included 
feed v . .rh i ch l,o.JOIJ 1 d be •Jsed for gr·o1, . 1th. The rest of the decay 
days would not have this feed available due to it being used 
up in the first day of the batch reactor. Since the value of 
this sub-:.trate factor, Km, would be difficult to •Jer·ify in a 
batch reactor the •.)alue of zero f..\la.s assigned to Km in 
calculating the specific oxygen uptaKe using viable sol ids. 
From the oxygen consumption rates for the 0.9 SRT it 
was apparent that the sol ids were operating at their maximum 
oxygen consumption so the viable equation was corrected bv 
subtracting one day from the SRT. This decay of viable 
sol ids can be expressed in a rate equation relative to viable 
sol ids. 
dX = K~~ 
}(\} *dt 
( 5-:3) 
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Substituting equation (5-7) for viable sol ids gives a rate 
equation relative to volatile suspended sol ids. 
d)( = l<v ( 5-'7') 
Xt*dt .13<SRT-1)+1 
Using the sol ids viability equation (5-7) viable sol ids 
were calculated and the specific oxygen uptake relative to 
viable sol ids was determined for the in it i a. 1 o::{ >'ge n 
consumption and the maximum oxygen consumption. 
maximum specific oxygen uptake and the initial oxygen uptake 
decreased as the SRT increased with the initial oxygen data 
points being located just above half of the maximum rate for 
the high SRT conditions and then becoming equal 
maximum rate as the SRT approached one. This indicated that 
using c•nly the decay constant of 0.13 in the viable -:.ol id-:. 
equation, the maximum oxyg~n uptake rate decreased with an 
increase of SRT instead of being constant. As ·:.uch i t 
becomes nece-:.sar>·· to de ter·m i ne the substrate term, l<m fr·om 
the continuous reactor data. 
Since the initial oxygen consumption rate in Table VII 
was about 70% of the maximum oxygen consumption rate and the 
viable sol ids concentration in Table XV appears to be fairly 
constant for SRTs of five and greater, a constant :.pec1fic 
substrate uti 1 ization relative to viable sol ids can be 
assumed for these large SRTs, as follows where l<v i ·:. the 
specific -:.ub-:.trate •Jtilization rate rela.titH· to vi.able 
sed ids. 
dS = Kv 
)(•,J*dt 
1 0 1 
(5-10) 
Moving the viable sol ids term to the right side of the 
equation and substituting equation <5-6) for the viable 
sol ids then moving the Xt term bacK to the left side of the 
equation gives the following: 
dS = Kv ____ ~x~~t~------------ ( 5-11 ) 
dt (( Km+K) *< SRT-1) + 1 > 
dS = Kv 1 (5-12) 
Xt*dt CCKm+K)*(SRT-1)+1) 
Inverting this equation glues a 1 inearized form relative to 
SRT-1. Regressing the SRT-1 term is some•JJha t a.cktJ..I.:..r·d so the 
minus one from the SRT was plac~d into the intercept term as 
follows: 
<Km+K)*(SRT-1) + _1_ 
Kv 
<Km+K)*SRT + _1_ 
K•.,..t 
1<•.) 
< Km+ I<> 
Ku 
Xt*dt = slope*SRT + Intercept 
(5-13) 
(5-14) 
(5-15) 
where the slope equals <Km+K)/Kv and the intercept equals 
1/k2 -·:.lope. This equation was regressed using continuous 
reactor data producing a slope of 0.31 and an intercept of 
0. 72 with a cor·re 1 at i eng index of 60~~ a.s shovm in Table )(\.-'!. 
Solving for Ku gives 0.97 and Km equals 0.17 where K equal 
0. 13. 
·1 02 
Kv =!/(Intercept+ slope)= 1/(,72+.31) = .97 (5-16) 
Km = Kv*~-lope - ~~: = ,'7'7*.31 - .13 = .17 (5-17) 
In equation (5-10) the Kv term indicates the ratio of viable 
sol ids mass to substrate mass necessary to uti! ize the 
sub~.tr·a te. Since Ku is equal to 0.97, then it takes about 
one milligram of viable sol ids to utilized one milligram of 
substrate. Expressed in equation form, the mass of sut~-
plus the mass of viable sol ids produces the new viable 
·:.o I i ds, (1+Y)*Xv, where the difference in mass is used as 
energy of growth. 
1mg S + lmg Xu = (l+Y)mg Xu + Energy of Growth (5-18) 
If 7. 2 1 i ters/day of feed at 325 mg/1 is fed to a. three I iter· 
reactor, then there only needs to be 780 mg/1 of ~J i ab 1 e 
sol ids in the reactor to utilize all of the substrate. The 
wasting rate would have to be very high to waste out enough 
viable sol ids to cause a sol ids I imiting condition. 
The values of the con-:.tants can now be sub~.tituted into 
equation (5-13), Kv can be divided into the various constants 
and the Km and K ter·m separated as foll OtAJS: 
:~<t*dt = (.17+.13>*<SRT-1) + _1_ 
dS .97 
Xt*dt = .18CSRT-1) + .13<SRT-1> + 1.03 
dS 
dS = 
Xt*dt .31CSRT-1)+ 1.03 
(5-19) 
(5-20) 
(5-21) 
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dS app~ox. equal to ( 5-22) 
Xt*dt .31CSRT-1)+1 
The f i r·st te~m Taylo~ se~ies expansion of the 
exponential function is Exp(z) = 1 + z. The same exponential 
inve~ted o~ in dec~easing exponential fo~m is: 
Exp(-z) = 1/Cl+z> (5-23) 
Both equations (5-22) and <5-9) can be exp~essed as an 
exponential as follows. 
dS = ExpC-.31CSRT-1)) 
Xt*dt 
dX = Kv*ExpC-.13CSRT-1>> 
Xt*dt 
(5-24) 
(5-25) 
These two equations should be ~elated by an obse~ved yield 
ter·m <Yo) as follows. 
d)( = Yo*dS 
Xt*dt Xt*dt 
Solving fo~ the obse~ved yield te~m gives: 
(5-26) 
<5-27) 
One would thinK that by just dividing equation (5-25) by <5-
24) would give the yield te~m, this is inco~~ect since for 
values greater than one the obse~ved yield is above one o~ 
p~oduces mo~e mass of sol ids than the mass used in subst~ate 
IJti l ized. Figu~e 23 can be used to illust~ate the p~oblem 
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inherent in negative exponentials. Diagram (a) of Figure 23 
shows the two typical curves that correspond to the two 
decreasing exponential functions in this study, where the 
initial substrate level would be greater than the sol ids 
initial level. Diagram Cb) illustrates the problem when the 
negative exponentials are divided by each other. The re-:.ul t 
is the relationship of the sloped of each exponentia.l, not 
the whole function. This shows the substrate curve below the 
sol ids curve with a decreasing rate much faster than the 
The value of dividing these two negative 
exponential produces a value greater than two which is way 
out of 1 ine for a yield factor. The yield factor is the 
relationship of the curves to each other not just the slopes. 
If the exponer, t i a 1 s are changed from nega t i •Je to pc•·=· it i •.)e 
exponentials then dividing one exponential by the other is 
similar to comparing one curve to the other as shown in 
diagram (c) of Figure 23, where the common point on the 
diagram is the point where their initial starting points are 
zero. Recognizing this difficulty in worKing with negative 
exponentials the observed yield term can be determined by 
changing the signs on the exponentials and then dividing the 
substrate function into the sol ids funciton. CThe Kv term was 
assigned equal to one to make the explaination easier at this 
point. t..•Jh>' it is equal to one will be discussed after the 
observed yield equation is developed.) 
SRT 
A. TWO DECREASING EXPONENTIALS 
SRT 
B. NEGATIVE EXPONENTIALS DIVIDED 
SRT 
C. DIVIDING POSITIVE EXPONENTIALS 
Exponential Diagrams 
10 5 
1 o.:::. 
d>< = d)(/ (X t *d t ) = E::< p ( . 1 :3 ( SRT -1 ) ) = Ex p (- . 1 8 ( SRT -1 ) ) 
dS dS/CXt*dt> ExpC.31<SRT-1>> 
'(o = d)(/dS Exp<-.18CSRT-1)) (5-29) 
This solution can be related bacK to using the T~ylor series 
equations (5-9) and <5-22) in determing the observed yield 
term. Since the Taylor series expansion has the same problem 
in division as the negative exponential, the terms should not 
be inverted in determining the observed yield but the regular 
Taylor series expansion should be used as follows. 
Yo = dX/O<t*dt) 
dS/CXt*dt) 
= . 1 :3 ( SRT -1 ) + 1 
.31CSRT-1) + 1 
In equation (5-30) the positive exponential 
( 5-:30) 
expansion v .1as 
used instead of the negative expansion for each term similar 
to using the positive exponential in equation <5-28). The 
observed yield has been tabulated in Table XVI using both the 
exponent i a I equation (5-29) and the Taylor series expansion 
equation (5-30) for various SRTs. The Taylor series equation 
decreases from one at SRT equal to one to a 1 imiting observed 
yield of 0.42, which is charact~ristic of actual data. If 
the exponential is considered to be the appropriate function 
the relationship of viable sol ids and volatile suspended 
sol ids and {heir effect on the exponential rate must be 
r·ecogn i zed. The exponential equation detreases from one at 
one day SRT to the 0.44 value at a SRT of 5.5 days. For 
1 ar·ger SRTs the va.l ue c•::.n t i nrJes to decr·ea.se. As:. shown in 
Table XV the viable sol ids become fairly constant for SRT 
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values above 5.5 days. If the •,1iable sed ids a.r·e con:.ta.nt 
then the concentr·.:tti•::.n •:Jf ~.JC•latile :.uspended :.cdid:. becomes 
independent c•+ the 'v•iable solid: .• The viable sol ids are in 
excess so the wasting rate has no effect on the viable sol ids 
concentration. The major factor control] ing the viable 
sol ids concentration is the decay rate which was found by 
batch studies to be equal to 0.13/day. Since the system is 
at stead::•' state then the grovJth r·ate c•f new viable ·:.·::.1 id·:. 
would be equal to the death rate of viable sol ids. Since the 
feed rate into the reactor is controlled at a constant rate 
the whole S)':.tem attain·:. con:.tant r·ates 
concentrations in viable sol ids. The rate equation for 
sol ids (5-9) with Kv equal to one 
1 
• 1 3 C SRT -1 ) + 1 
becomes for viable sol ids: 
dX = 0.13/day 
Xt*dt 
The rate equation for substrate 
dS = 1 
Xt*dt .31CSRT-1)+1 
becomes for viable sol ids: 
d e: ~· = .31/day 
(5-31) 
(5-32) 
(5-33) 
( 5-:34) 
TABLE ::><t)I 
THE OBSERVED YIELD TABULATION USING THE TAYLOR 
SERIES AND EXPONENTIAL EGlUATI ONS 
SRT d-:O.~·'S EXPONENTIAL TAY"LOR SERIES 
1 1 • 00 1. 00 
2 .:34 .8~1 
-J 
._. .70 .78 
4 .58 .72 
C" 
._1 .48 ··o .Ov 
5.5 .44 (. 42) 
* 
.66 
6 .41 ( • 42) .65 
7 .34 (. 42) .62 
8 .28 ( • 42) . 60 
9 .24 (. 42) .59 
10 .20 ( • 42) .57 
100 0.00 ( . 42) .44 
INFINITY 0.00 ( . 42) 4"J • .4. 
* 
',) i able SC•l i d:. become independent 
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The observed yield for these two equations 
Yc• = K./( Km+K) 
I. ~ • ::> • 
10'7' 
( 5-:35) 
(5-36) 
Thus the observed yield for all SRTs over 5.5 days would be 
equal tc• equation (5-36). 
The Kv term can now be discussed, by inserting it on the 
top of the right side of the equation (5-30). 
Yo= KvC.13CSRT-1) + 1) 
( . 31 < SRT -1 ) + 1 > 
(5-37) 
The value of Kv can be checKed by looKing at the extreme 
values of SRT of one and then a very large value for SRT. If 
the SRT equals one then the observed yield equals Kv value. 
If the SRT is very large then the observed yield equals Ku 
times 0.42. Since the true yield was 0.44 from the 
operational data regression then it appears that Kv for this 
equation is approximately equal to one. Therefore at a SRT 
of one the Uv approximately equals one (equation 5-17), the 
Kv is approximately equal to one, and the observed yield is 
approximately equal to one. 
Uv•Yo = 1*1 = Kv = (5-3:3) 
Since most of the data for this analysis was for SRTs above 
one the SRT equal to one becomes an extrapolated term which 
ties all the equation·:. together. The major concept·:. invol•.•ed 
for SRTs below 5.5 days and above one day is that only the 
1 1 0 
viable sol ids concentration 1 imits growth. 
operated at SRTs of one or below other factors could become 
the predominant mechanism controlling rather than sol ids 
limiting. However, for this study the derived equations 
appear sufficient to analyse the data obtained. 
By looKing at equation C5-21) the various components of 
the sub·:o.trate utilization can be ider,tified. 
XH;dt = .18CSRT-1) + .13C3RT-1) + 1.03 
dS 
(5-21) 
The .18 and .13 total as the substrate utilization rate, the 
.13 is the sol ids rate of production, and the .18 is the rate 
of energy used in metabolism which produces the yield factor. 
The 1.03 term is the maximum term which produces the effect 
of sol ids 1 imiting for small SRTs and thus is closely related 
to the wasting rate. 
The significance of equation <5-36) is that f.";nc,, .... _,ir,g the 
yield and the slope for equation (5-13) the viable sol ids 
deca~.- r·ate, ~(, can be calculated V-Jitho,Jt running .;..11 the 
batch tests if the continuous reactors are run at a wide 
variety of SRTs including those above 7.7 days. Conversely, 
if the decay rate, K, is Known, continJJC•us reactc•r da.ta for 
only a few SRTs need to be run to predict over a wide range 
of :3RT-: .. Substituting 0.13 divided by the yield .44 for the 
slope in equation (5-13) gives the following equation. 
Xt*dt 
dS 
= t/SRT-1) + _1_ 
Kv 
(5-3·?) 
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Using the 0.31 decay constant, viable sol ids for various 
SRTs were calculated in Table XVII. The ~.J i .able 
concentration for the larger SRT was at a concentration of 
900mg/L, several hundred mg/L below the viable concentration 
calculated in Table XV. The concentration of viable sol ids 
concentrations for the one, two and three day SRT's were also 
The maximum specific oxygen uptaKe and the 
in i t i a 1 specific oxygen uptakes are plotted in Figure 24 
along with the maximum specific oxygen uptaKes relative to 
the volatile suspended sol ids concentration. The max i mrJm 
rates for the volatile suspended sol ids decreased quickly in 
Figure 22, as the SRT increases but the maximum rate for the 
viable sol ids calculated with the 0.31 decay constant 
maintain a high horizontal profile in Figure 24. The initial 
oxygen uptaKe again approaches the half maximum rate for high 
SRT's and becomes equal to the maximum uptake rate as it 
approaches an SRT of one day. The oxygen uptaKe calculated 
using the 0.31 decay constant is more in agreement to what 
should be expected in specific uptaKe rates, where the 
maximum specific oxygen uptaKe should remain constant. The 
•,.•iable solid·:. •:c•ncentration in Table XVII for an SRT of on@ 
day and above areal 1 quite close together in value. Th i ·:. 
indicates that looKing at specific oxygen uptaKe from the 
substrate point of view <using the rate value of .31/day) the 
IJ t i I i z at i or, is essentially uninhibited for SRTs above ·-:. . ., ._ •• .&.-
da>'s. 
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E. Evaluation of Kinetic Models 
If a 1 inear regression is attempted substituting the 
viable sol ids calculated with 0.31/day constant for the 
volatile suspended sol ids in McKinney's 1 imiting sol ids model 
very 1 ittle correlation would be attained because al 1 the 
data points are essentially the same with 1 ittle variation in 
v i a.b 1 e so 1 i ds. 
regr·ess ion is. 
Lav..rrence/t1cCar ty 
Without at least three distinct data points 
useless .. Substitution in t.::. 
Model would also cause a decrease 
the 
in 
correlation because the dS/(Xt*dt> would become more 
constant. This indicates that viable sol ids are not 1 imiting 
substrate utilization. 
The 0.13/day decay rate inverted to 7.7 days 
provides additional information about controlling contin•Jo•Js 
reactors. Where the SRT is controlled above 7.7 days, ~he 
'J i able sol ids decay rate will determine the substrate 
uti I ization adding more stability, also indicating that 
viable sol ids are not 1 imiting substrate uti! ization. 
If the reactor is operating at the 7.7 day SRT 
add i t i ona:l var·iabilih' ~vill be introduced to the system 
because i t 1,\1 i 11 be swithing bacK and forth between two 
different control! ing factors, wasting and decay. Below 7.7 
days and above 3.2 days the substrate will not be inhibited 
in uptaKe but the wasting rate is large enough to cause a 
•A•asting of the viable sol ids befc•re the>' cc•mplete their 
SRT XT 
TABLE ><'·)I I 
VIABLE SOLIDS AND UPTAKE USING K = 0.31 
FOR SELECTED SRT 
1v 1IABLE INITIAL INITIAL 1"1AX. 
SOLIDS OXYGEN OXYGEN OXYGEN 
Xt CONSUMP. UPTAKE CONSUMP . 
• 31<SRT-1)+1 
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t·1A)< . 
OXYGEN 
UPTAk:E 
============================================================= 
0.'? 200 200 .26 0.0013 •"),;; . ._._, 0.001:30 
1 610 610 • 4'7' 0.00080 .60 0.000'?8 
2 760 580 • :3'? 0.00067 .55 0.000'7'5 
:3 1200 741 .60 0.00081 .71 0.000'7'6 
5 2040 '?11 .65 0.00071 .83 0.000'?1 
7 2500 874 .52 0.0005'? .74 0.00085 
'? 3220 '?25 .58 0.00063 • '7'7 0.00105 
15 3860 723 .61 0.00084 1 • 00 0.0013:3 
20 6440 "?·":>C' -.J-..j .5:3 0.00057 .5'? 0.0006:3 
1 1 4 
1.3 
'"" 
.... 
1. 2-
z 1.1" H 
::;: 
......._ 
1-t.!l + ::;: + .. ......._ 
0.9- + ~ + 
.-I 0.8- D Q D 
0 
0 
0 0.7· a 
0 D ., 
.. 0.6-
f'il 
8 [ I<( o.s-p:j 
r.l 0.4· :.:: 
I<( 
8 0. 3-Ill 
:::> 
N 0. 2. 
0 
0 .1· 
0 r 
' ' 
I • I • I . 
' 
I 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 
SRT, DAYS 
Figure 24. Ox:>··gen uptake and maximum c•:x: >'gen uptake us i r.g 
dec.:..y cc•nstan t k = 0.31 to determine viable 
sol ids. 
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grov.Jth cycle~., thus, 1 imiting sol ids production but not 
~-ub~.tr·.:..te uti 1 i z.:..t i c•n. 
If 7.2 Liter per day of feed at a concentration of 
mg/1 is fed to a 3 1 iter reactor then the same concentration 
of viable sol ids, 780 mg/1, is recognized as necessary to 
metabolized all the feed each day. In Tab! e X1.JII, the 'J i .;:..bl e 
sol ids concentration is 741 mg/1 at the three day SRT, so 760 
should be attained just above three days. The net 
effect of the 0.31 slope in calculating the viable sol ids 
indicates that only a fraction of the viable sol ids just 
coming out of cell division would be necessary in the next 
round of growth. The viable sol ids for the seven day SRT 
condition in Table :X:'v'I is 874 mg/1. The viable sol ids in 
Table XV for viability using only a decay factor is 1404 
mg/1 • Therefore only 62% of the total viable capacity 
(874/1404 = .62) is being used. Such explains why the 
in it i a I oxygen uptake is just above half of the maximum 
oxygen uptake rate and that the v-iable sol ids are not 
I imiting substrate uti! ization. 
In operation of reactors additional variability would be 
introduced into the system if the SRT is below 3.2 days 
because the viable sol ids concentration will be wasted out at 
such a high rate that the remaining sol ids wi I I be 
insufficient to handle all the substrate feed and wi 11 
continually attempt to attain a concentration sufficient to 
handle all the substrate entering the reactor. This suggest~. 
that the lowest efficient operation SRT would be 3.2 days or 
11.5 
L· ... < k:m + f-0 days. 
The equation <5-39) can be further analyzed relative to 
the Ki ncann•::tn/Sto\.Jer mode 1 and the SyY.:es model 
substituting for SRT the equivalent SRT from SyKes <2-9) 
equation. 
(5-40) 
Xt*dt = C I< ) O<t*~)) + _1 - ,!i ( 5-41) 
dS CY*Y><F*Si) Kv Y 
This substitution is appropriate since the effluent substrate 
has been identified as cell by-product and not the feed 
substrate. The equation (5-41) is es-:.entially the same as 
the Kincannon/Stever equation wher·e the -:.1 ope term 
K/CY*Y) would be equal to l<b/Um and the i nter·cept term ( 1/l<v 
- K/Y) would be equal to 1/Um. When the SRT equals one, the 
feed to mass ratio in equation (5-41) would be equal to 2.27. 
F*Si = 1 = 1 = 2.27 (5-42) 
Xt*V SRTCY) 1<.44) 
At this 2.27 feed to mass ratio all of the sol ids in the 
reactor would be viable, thus the decay constant would be 
equal to zerc•, eliminating the mass to feed ter·m lea•,ling c•nl:-.·· 
the intercept of 1/Kv. At this point a horizontal constant 
substrate u t i 1 i z at i c•n 1 i ne IJJOU 1 d appear the 
Kincannon/Stever 1 inear plot which would intersect the 
vertical axis at the 1/Kv value. A special case of the 
Kincanr.on/Stcrr...rer· model is where the intercept ter·m is zer·•::. 
<indicating no maximum uptaKe 1 imit), This is the same as 
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Syke's model where the substrate uti J ized is equal to the 
substrate available. 
(5-4:3) 
When this equation is put in the specific sub:.tr.:..te 
uti 1 ization form and inverted to match the Kincannon/Stever 
model form, a slope of unity and zero intercept is produced. 
(5-44) 
The unity slope can be expressed using the various constants 
of growth and death such that the death and wasting rates 
eq•Ja 1 the gr·owth rates. 
1 = Km + K + • ..)rJ.J/'v' 
Kv*Y 
(5-45) 
Substituting these constants for the unity slope term 
produces an equation that can be compared 
Kincannon/Stever model to identify what causes the 
term to become zero. 
< Km+ K +'...'w/1..)) < >< t *'v') 
( kv*Y )(F*Si) 
>=:: t * d t = ( Km + ~( ) ( X t *V ) + < t.)w/'v' ) < X t *t.) ) 
dS kv*YCF*Si) CKv*Y>CF*Si) 
to the 
inter·cept 
(5-46) 
(5-47) 
The wasting rate has been separated in the equation to leave 
the same slope constants on the first term on the right side 
of the equation as the Kincannon/Stever model would have. 
The right most term is the term corresponding to the 
intercept term in the Kincannon/Stever model. In this. 
equation the intercept term is a function of the feed to mass 
A-:. SIJCh if a regression is conducted of 
substrate uti 1 ization versus the inverted feed to mass ratio 
the intercept term cannot be identified because it changes 
with the feed to mass ratio. Such would occur when the 
viable sol ids are in excess of that which 
'J t i 1 i ze the feed :.ub-:.tr-·a te a.nd if the reactor· can 
its viable sol ids concentration when the feed rate is 
i n•:r·eased. In e-:.sence, the sol ids concentration in the 
reactor changes until at steady state the volume wasted wi l I 
remove the mass of sol ids produced. If the wasting rate is 
less than the decay rate then viable sol ids decay controls 
the concentration of viable sol ids in the reactor. If the 
wasting rate is greater than the decay rate then the viable 
sol ids are controlled by the wasting rate. In either· ca·:.e 
the viable sol ids will begin to be in excess just above the 
one day SRT. The point where the wasting rate equals the 
decay rate is where the SRT is 7.7 days and the feed to mass 
rat i o i s 0 • 30 • 
The regression of the continuous reactor operational 
data using the inverse specific substrate versus mass to feed 
ra.ti•::o a.·:. shc•wn in Table III pr·oduced a. slc•pe of 1.01 and .:o.n 
intercept of -0.0083 with a correlation index of almost 100%. 
Since the slope is near one and the intercept is near zero. 
The contlnous rea.ctor t-\lould be using all the sub-:.tra.te 
available feeding into it. This certainly is not in 
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contradiction to the fact that the constituents of the feed 
in Table I are highly biodegradable. 
The information supplied by the Kincannon/Stever model 
1 inearized regression slope and intercept can be summarized 
as sh or;.m i n Tab 1 e ){t) I I I • If the slope is one and the 
intercept is zero then the continuous reactor is operating on 
a substrate avai !able mechanism. If the intercept is greater 
than zero and the slope is horizontal or zero then the 
continuous reactor 
u t i 1 i z ~. t ion rate • 
is operating at its maximum substrate 
If the intercept is greater than zero and 
the slope 
operating 
is less than one then the continuous reactor is 
with a 1 imiting viable sol ids C'oncentrat i •:•n 
con t r· o 1 1 i n g. 
F. Formatted Procedure for Determining 
the Viable Sol ids Decay Factor 
In previous sections of this chapter, it was determined 
that the corrected oxygen consumption data produced the 
better viability decay constant. This indicates that the 
oxygen consumption rates in the Modified Oxygen Consumption 
test should be corrected for the sol ids withdrawn during the 
test. AI SC•' the smaller glucose concentrations for the 
Modified Oxygen Consumption test are therefore unnecessary 
and introduce additiorial systemic error of technique into the 
resultant determination of the decay rate. In this section 
the Modified Oxygen Consumption test is presented with a 
constant 50 ml volume of sol ids to be withdrawn ~fter each 
:20 
TABLE >::.' .. )I I I 
I t··.JTERPRETAT I Clt'l OF THE ~<I NCAt··.Jt·.JtJt-.i,.····~=;TCf' . ..JEF.: t· .. 10DEL 
K I NCANNON/ST01·....'ER t-10DEL MECHANISM CONTROLLING 
SLOPE INTERCEPT 
============================================================ 
f{b = 1 • 0 
Um 
l<b { 1.0 
Urn 
Kb = 0.0 
Um 
_1_ = 0.0 
Um 
_1_ > 0.0 
Um 
_1_ > 0.0 
Um 
Excess viable sol ids, substrate 
availability control] ing 
substrate IJt i 1 i za.t ion. 
Viable sol ids 1 imiting 
substrate utilization. 
Viable sol ids so smal 1 that the 
biological sol ids are operating 
at their maximum substrate 
u t i 1 i z at i can r a. t e • 
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oxygen rate reading and replaced with glucose solution prior 
to the subsequent oxygen rate determination. 
In order to obtain sufficient data for analysis at least 
three additional oxygen rate determinations plus the in i t i .c<.l 
oxygen rate reading should be made after allowing the sol ids 
to decay prior to each rate determination. 
selected for this procedure were 0, 1, 2, 4 and, if de-:.ir·ed, 
8 decay days, as shown in Table XIX. 
It is suggested that at least three different SRT 
conditions be used so differences in decay rate caused by the 
change in predominance of the biological sol ids ca.n be 
identified if necessary. The SRTs suggested in t h i -=· 
procedure are 3, 5, and 9 days. 
The sol ids correction factor is determined from the 
fractional volume remaining after the 50 ml of mixed-1 iquor 
are removed from the BOD test bottle divided into 300 ml 
total volume. 
•Jol•Jme \JJ i 11 
Each additional 50 ml removal of mixed-1 iquor 
also need to be corrected by this correction 
fa.ctor. As such the correction factor for each test can be 
obtained by raising the 300 ml divided by 250 ml quantity to 
the power corresponding to the number of consecutive 50 ml 
w i thdravm. 
Sol ids correction= (300/250)An (5-23) 
where n =number of times 50 ml has been withdrawn 
The correction factor for each test is 1 isted in Table XIX 
ranging from 1.00 for no correction to 2.07 for the highest 
SRT 
DECAY 
DAYS 
3 0 
1 
2 
4 
8 
5 0 
1 
2 
4 
8 
'? 0 
1 
. ., 
..:.. 
4 
8 
DECAY 
TABLE XIX 
DECAY' RATE DETERI"1INATI Ot'-..1 
C = GLUCOSE CONC. OF STOCK SOL. 
O.OOOC 0.167C 0.305C 0~421C 
Sol ids Correction Factor 
1.000 1.200 1.440 1.728 
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION RATE 
( 40,000 f'1G./L) 
0.518C 
1 .-,.-. 
.C..L... 
2. 0 7 COR. t·'1AX 
STANDARDIZED NATURAL LOG OF 
SRT DA'lS COR. 1"1AX D PJ I DE BY ZERO MAX STAND . 1"1AX. 
5 
0 
1 
2 
4 
8 
0 
1 
•"j 
.I.. 
4 
8 
0 
1 
2 
4 
8 
0. 167C = SOC./300 
o.:3o5c = (50C)(250) + SOC 
(300)(300) 300 
1 . 2 = :300./250 
1.44 = (300)(300) 
(250)(250) 
1 ·-:.·::· ._._, 
cor·r·ec t ion. 
Each new glucose concentration is determined by first 
correcting the glucose concentration in the test bottle for 
the 50 ml of volume withdrawn and then adding 50 ml 
glucose stock solution to the 300 ml test bottle to obtain 
the resultant concentration of glucose after the first 50 ml 
<50/300)40,000 mg/1 = 6670 mg/1 (5-24) 
The glucose concentration after adding the second 50 ml of 
40,000 mg./1 glucose stock solution will be a ( 250./:30 0 ) 
multiple of glucose in the test bottle plus <50/300)40,000 
mg/1 added from stock totaling: 
(250/300)6670 + (50/300)40,000 = 12,225 mg/1 (5-25) 
Each consecutive glucose concentration wil 1 
corrected for the 50 ml withdrawn and for 50 ml 
stock solution added. The procedure form 1n Table XIX 
expresses each concentration as a fraction of the glucose 
stock concentratio~ where C represents the glucose stock 
concentration. Four glucose stock additions are indicated in 
the form on Table XIX corresponding to 0.167C to 0.518C 
where 0.518*40,000 mg/1 equals 21000 mg/1 of glucose. If i t 
is found that the glucose concentration wi 11 
the maximum oxygen consumption rate range, the glucose stock 
concentration can be increases and the same fractions can be 
used without recalculation. However, if the 50 ml volume is 
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changed then the constants on the form wi 11 
recalculated. 
need to be 
The procedure for fi 11 ing out the form is as follows: 
1. A sample volume of 1200 mg/L is taken from the three day 
SRT reactor and 300ml is placed into each of three batch 
reactor. 
2. The remaining 300 ml is immediately aerated by placing 
it in a 300 ml BOD bottle with a stirring rod and the oxygen 
probe placed in it. The mixture is mixed by the magnetic 
stirring rod over a magnetic stirrer. The oxygen consumption 
test is conducted recording the oxygen concentration every 
half minute. The consumption rate should stabilize after one 
and a half minutes. Oxygen concentration readings can be 
taken for three or four more minutes, noting both 
concentration and time. The oxygen consumption rate is 
determined as the change in oxygen concentration divided by 
the time between the concentration change. 
3. The oxygen consumption rate is corrected for sol ids by 
multiplying by the appropriate sol ids correction factor. The 
first undiluted reading is multiplied by 1.00 and recorded on 
the form under the column with the 1.00 sol ids correction 
factor and in the row of zero decay days. 
4. 50 ml of mixed-1 iquor is removed from the test bottle and 
50ml of glucose stock solution is added. The contents are 
aerated and the oxygen consumption test completed again as 
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instep 2 and The second rate be corrected t tY 
' 
multiplying by 1.20 and the results placed under the column 
of 1.20 sol ids correction and in the zero decay row. The 
rest of the row up to and including the 2.07 correction 
factor by removing 50 ml, adding 50 ml of glucose stock 
solution, determining the oxygen consumption rate and then 
correcting this rate by the sol ids correction factor above 
each column. 
5. The one decay day determination is determined one daY 
after placing the samples in the batch reactor. The test 
procedure in steps 2 through 4 would be completed on one of 
the 300 ml volumes in a batch reactor. 
6. ~he test for the two decay day and four decay day would 
be completed after wasting two days from the initial sampling 
and four days for each and then conducting the tests in steps 
2 through 4 on each 300 ml • 
7. For each SRT condition the test conducted would include 
steps 1 through 6 using the samples of mixed-1 iquor from the 
appropriate SRT condition. 
8. After determining al 1 corrected oxygen rates, the maximum 
corrected oxygen rate for each row is placed in the column 
"COR. MAX" by selecting the maximum rate in that row. 
9. After all maximum corrected rates are determined the 
rates can be standardized by dividing each rate within a SRT 
condition by the corrected oxygen consumption rate at zero 
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decay days. This result is placed under the column 
"STANDARDIZED DIVIDE BY ZERO MAX" for decay day one through 
four days. 
10. The natural log of each of these standardized rates is 
taken and placed in column labeled "NATURAL LOG OF STAND. 
MAX." 
11. Simple 1 inear regression would next be conducted by 
regressing the natural 1 og of the standardized rate <Y a)( is) 
versus the decay days <X axis) for each. The decay constant 
is the absolute value of the slope pro?uced in the regression. 
CHAPTER 1·) I 
DI SCUSSI Oi'·l 
In this study a 0.13/day oxygen decay rate l.:.J.~.-=· 
determined from batch decay tests and a 0.31/day substrate 
The difference of these two rates, 0.18/day, was shown to be 
a metabolism rate which can be converted to the observed 
yield. Thus the 0.13/day and the yield terms are unique 
characteristics of the biological sol ids which can be related 
to the 0.31/day substrate utilization rate. The 0. 1 :::: .. /da.Y 
rate can be used at steady state to identify the viable 
sol ids in the reactor while the 0.31/day rate can be used to 
identify the viable sol ids being used in each daY of growth 
which is generally a fraction of the viable sol ids available. 
Since viable s.ol ids. are in exce·:.·:. of that reqtJir·ed, ~.! i a.bl e 
sol ids would not be 1 imiting the growth of viable sol ids. 
This information on viabi 1 ity of sol ids can be used to 
develop effective strategies in treatment plant operations. 
For example, most Kinetic models which ignore viabi 1 ity 
that the increase of sol ids concentration in a 
reactor can be used to fine tune and maintain effluent 
qua.l i t:r' t ..•,then the influent ·:.ubstrate ma.s.s. flotJ .. t ra.te increases. 
The viab1 1 itY information, however, suggests that since only 
1 .-."7 
.£..,· 
a fraction of the viable sol ids are being used in substrate 
•J t i 1 i z at i c•n , that most influent excursions can be handled by 
the reactor without massive changes in concentration of 
sol ids in the reactor. If the • . .'ari.:r.bility c•f influent 
extensive then consideration in design of the reactor system 
should be dictated by the variability of the influent feed 
mass. The viability capacity of the biological sol ids should 
be a determining factor in the choice of number and size of 
reactors designed to meet the influent •,Jariabilit:y·. Thus 
viability information tends to discourage short term changes 
in sol ids concentration in the reactor but suggests the 
viabi 1 ity should be considered for proper design of system. 
The O<m + K) factor can be •Jsed to predict •J•::)latile 
suspended sol ids concentration required in high SRT···s. 
system for a new SRT if the volatile suspended sol ids are 
Known for an initial SRT condition of the reactor. For 
e>~ample if 1200mg/L are in a three day reactor, the 
concentration of volatile suspended sol ids in a 15 day SRT 
reactor would be: 
1200mg/L <.31<15-1) + 1) = 3956 mg/L 
(.31( 3-1) + 1) 
( ~.-1 ) 
This prediction worKs best for SRT's above 1/(Km+K) days. 
SRT's smaller than this, are affected by the wasting in the 
reactor and as a result have a smaller viable solid and 
~.Jcdatile suspended sol ids concentration. If the 
concentration of sol ids for the reactor are not known they 
can be predicted from the mass feed rate into the reactor. 
12'? 
The viable sol ids used in substrate utilization must be equal 
to the mass of substrate feed to the reactor. Since volatile 
suspended sol ids is related to the viable sol ids used in the 
reactor through the <Km + K> constant, the volatile suspended 
sol ids can be determined by the following equation using a 
constant of 0.31/day and a three day SRT. 
(.:6-2) 
For a feed concentration of 325mg/L and a feed rate of 7.2 
L/day and a reactor volume of 3L, the concentr·ation in the 
r·eactor for a three day· SRT would be 1264 mg./L. This 
calculatic•n will IJ.JorK best for SRT'"s greater tha.n 1/CKm + 1·0 
days where the effects of wasting on the sol ids concentration 
can be ignored. This information suggests that sol ids 
concentration in a reactor is determined by the viable sol ids 
used in the reactor rather than just the wasting rate. 
In systems where viable sol ids are in excess, there is a 
possibility that only the viable sol ids most recently coming 
out of gro•,..rth VJ i 1 I ha•.)e the greater ~"ita 1 i ty and ab i I it:;.- tc• 
wrestle substrate from the older viable sol ids. The c••.'erall 
effect of this is a weaker system which would be more 
susceptible to competition by bulKing microorganisms. A 
possible technique to maintain a greater viability of alI 
viable sol ids in the reactor, would be to mix the sol ids 
recycled from the clarifier with the influent substrate just 
before returning the sol ids to the reactor. This would allow 
the older viable sol ids in the recycle to begin substrate 
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in a fairly noncompetitive environment prior to 
entrance to the reactor. The overall effect would be less 
disparity between the viability of the viable sol ids and an 
over·all stronger reactor less influenced by competitive 
microorganisms. 
The oxygen decay constant, K 
' 
of 0. 13/da>', indicate-:. 
that for high SRT systems the fraction of nonviable sol ids 
would become large. It is also recognized that high SRT 
biological sol ids settle faster· th~.n lov,• SRT sol ids. Most 
sludge settling equations ignore the viability and nonviable 
fractions, only using physical and chemical equation-:. to 
predict settling rates. Where the viability fraction of the 
biological sol ids can be readily determined, the effect of 
the nonviable or viable fraction could be quantified in 
settling thus improving the prediction rate of settling 
eqtJa t ions. 
Another factor that was not considered part of this 
study that might be correlated with the decay rate, K, is the 
source of effluent substrate, Se. Since the effluent of high 
SRT systems· is recognized not to be the same the feed, 
there is the po-:.~.ibility that the effluent substr·ate i -=· 
pr·oduced as the viable organism decay and lose their 
viability, or a waste product of growth. In a continu•=:t•Js 
reactor at stead~·- state the dec a~.- rate and the grovJth rate 
ar·e equivalent, as such, determining if the effluent 
:.•Jb~.tra te is either a cell production by-product or a decay 
pr·odu•:t i~. • .1ery difficult. Gaudy and BacKJ:;.- (24) in shJd)'ing 
1 ::::1 
the biodegradabilitY of the residual COD, collected effluent 
COD data from a reactor which was fed continuouslY but closed 
to effluent flow sc the system accumulated what was fed and 
'-'·-' h .:.. t g r· e \.• . .r . The mi~ed-1 iquor substrate concentration In the 
r· e .:..c tor ~ which in continuous reactors i =· cc•ns ide red 
er::JI..J i 1.).:<.] ent to the effluent substrate, increased at a fast 
r.:.te until .:..bc•ut fift::··· da;.··s. ha.rj t:•:<.:.t .:..nd tt-,en r·ema.iner:j f.:<.!rlY 
c c•n ·:. t a.n t or· 1 ncr· e a.·:.e d a. t .:.. •..r e r· :;.-· :. 1 •=•'··'·-' r· .:.. t e much be 1 C•'A' ,,..Jh .:.. t '··'·-'·3. :. 
Gaudy used these results as an Indication tha. t 
the effluent substrate wa: much more biodegradable than ha: 
gener~l I). been assumed of effluent substrate. Th i: dr·a.·:.t i c 
change in :ubstate accumulation maY also be used to 
, .... Jhe ther the effluent is a byproduct of growth or '·..' i .;:..t. I l i t · ..-· 
dec.~. r'. If the effluent :.ub:.tra.te 1·= a. cell bYpr·crduct c•f 
gr· m ... J t r-, then it should continue to accumulate at a constant 
r a. t e. If i t is a result of eel I dec.:..-:.·· then 
a c c umu 1 a. t e a. t a geometric rate as the viable scrl i d 
:<.c•:umulated until the •)i.:r.ble mas:. ,_...J.:..:. lar·ge enc•ugh ·:.c• th.:..t 
the viable decay rate equaled the growth rate. At this point 
the decaY would be constant, not increasing with increasing 
solid·:. a.nd I.•.Jould become a. much sl•:•'-~.rer· r·a.te dr·astica.lly lo\.• .. ,er· 
th.:r.n the initi.:..l incr·ea·:.e. Gaudy/s data seems to 
the effluent substrate 1s possiblY related more to viabi 1 ity 
decay rather than a bYproduct of growth. 
Another factor not encompassed in this studY, which 
might o~ affected b~ non-viabilitY and viabi I itY, i :. the 
·:.c•l i d·:. dec a}' f .:r.c t c•r ~ f<d. Generally when this factor i =· 
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applied the sol ids are assumed to be homogeneous and the Kd 
i:;. expla..ined to be the result of the microor·ganisms 
using more substrate than expected for growth at substrate 
limiting conditions. Thus fewer sol ids are produced because 
mor·e substrate is burned to produce a maintenance level of 
energy. Since the sol ids are not homogeneous, the Kd factor 
can also be explained a~ an actual mass decav of old 
nonviable :;.ol ids. As such the decaY of sol ids would increase 
w1th the increase of non-viable sol ids at high SRT's and not 
w1th the volatile suspended sol ids or total sol ids 
concentr·at ion. In a. plot of r.et growth rate (1/SRT) ~Jersus 
the :;.pecific substr·a..te •Jtilization <F<Si-Se)/(Xt*'v')), the Kd 
factor is determined as the magnitude of the negative value 
where the best fit line intersects the vertical a>:.is. If the 
kd is actually a factor of non-viable sol 1ds then the best 
fit 1 ine should not be straight but curve down as the 
specific substrate utilization approaches zero. This type of 
dov.m curve wa~. apparent in the net growth r·a te versus 
specific oxygen uptake rate plot that Huang, Cheng and 
Mueller C18) found when using oxYgen uptake to determtne 
viability of sol ids, suggesting that the Kd factor maY be a 
non•.•iable solids de•:ay rate,. as shown in Figur·e 1. 
In this studY the feed substrate was highly biologtcally 
degradable. If the feed is mor·e complex, then the Km 
metabolism rate would need to be larger to aid the breakdown 
of the complex feed, caustng the·yield to decrease. There is 
a ~:·o~.sibi1tty that for· very complex feeds that the l<m fa.ctor 
could become so large producing a very small yield such that 
the biological microorganisms produced could not maintain a 
viable fraction. The sol ids in such a system would decrease 
unti 1 it failed. If a toxic feed were used the decay factor, 
K, would increase shortening the length of time to decay such 
that the viable fraction would die out before it could be 
replaced. Both factors cause failure of the system and would 
be hard to differentiate by standard techniques even though 
they affect different factors in the system. U:.ing the 
•Jia.bilit~~· infor·matic•r• b>' determining the :;.~ield and the O(m + 
K) constant from equation (5-14) and finally the Km rate from 
eq•Jation (5-36) toxic it:;.~ and comp 1 ex feed c.:tn be .:tna 1 yzed 
individually. The toxicity could also be quantified as the 
change in rate of the decay rate. The complexity of the feed 
could also be quantified relative to the Km rate change or 
the c h a.n ge i n >' i e 1 d. Relative to complex waste, if the:.e 
rates are •mderstood, it would be possible to determine how 
much of a simpler feed waste would need to be added to a 
complex feed so that the mixture would be able to produce 
sufficient viable sol ids so it would not fail. 
Toxic feeds which Ki 11 out the organisms at a high rate 
could also be designed for by using a two stage reactor, 
where the first stage would use a simple feed source to 
produce the viable sol ids at a sufficient rate so that ~hen 
OUt .Et,] ] the viable organisms before it was assimilated. 
Ther·e is a possibility that many materials 
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considered nonbiodegradable could be biodegraded if the 
reactor is designed to compensate for either a high decay 
rate or a low yield. 
CHAPTER \.)I I 
CONCLUS I Qf'.J 
The results of this investigation support the following 
cone 1 u·:. ion-:.: 
1. The oxygen decay rate, K, determined using the 
Modified Oxygen Consumption test on biological solid-: from 
continuous reactors isolated in batch reactors, 1·:. a uniq1Je 
characteristic of the biological sol ids in the continuous 
reactors independent of SRT. The oxygen decay rate, however, 
would be expected to change if a change of predominance 
occurs in the reactor. 
2. The Oxygen Decay rate can be used to calculate the 
concentration of viable sol ids in the reactor that have not 
had sufficient time to lose their viabi lty, using the 
following equation: 
Y.:•.) = x:t/( ( Km+K) *( SRT-1 )+ 1) (5-7) 
where the Km is equal to zero and K is the oxygen decay r~te. 
These calculations are most accurate for SRTs greater than 
1/K days where the wasting rate has a smal 1 effect on the 
concentration of viable sol ids. 
3. The Observed Yield was found to correspond to an 
e n e r g >' me t abo 1 1 -:.m r· .a t e , Km , r· e 1 a. t e d t.:• t h e -:. u b -=· t r· -~ t e u t 1 1 i z e d 
1::::5 
as energy for growth of new biological sol ids. 
for this r·el.:..tic•nship vJas a:. fcollc•ws: 
Yo= KCSRT-1) + 1 ( 7-1) 
<Km+K)CSRT-1> + 1 
with the K substituted for the .13/day and <Km+K) substituted 
for the .31/day values in equation (5-30). 
4. The decay rate, K, and the energy metabolism rate, 
Km, summed wa:. equal t•:• the rate at t..o.Jh i ch the :.ub:.tr·.:o. te t.A.t.:o.:. 
taken up by the viable sol ids referred to as a rate of 
substrate utilzation in terms of SRT. 
5. The rate of substrate uti! ization, CKm+K>, was used 
to calculate the fraction of viable sol ids involved in 
substrate uti 1 ization, using equation (5-7), indicating that 
the viable sol ids were not a 1 imiting factor of substrate 
utilization. 
6. The specific substrate utilization rate derived in a 
form containing the SRT was converted to the same form as the 
Kincannon/Stever model which allowed interpretation of the 
model dependin~ upon the value of the constant in the model. 
7. When conducting the Modified Oxygen Consumption test 
the oxygen consumption rate should be corrected for the 
sol ids withdrawn during the test before selecting the maximum 
oxygen consumption rate. 
CHAPTER l..' I I I 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY 
the findings of this study, t h e f •::t 1 J C•I .. •.J i n ·~ 
suggestions are recommended for futher 
better clarifY the characteristics of the biological 
occurring in activated sludge systems. 
1. Evaluation of tox1c and complex feeds to quantify 
there effects on the decay rate, K, and the energy metabolism 
r .;:.. t e, ~=:.m • 
complex substrates. 
., 
..... Tests to clarify if the endogenous rate, iS· 
actuallY a nonviable sol ids decay rate would make it possible 
accuratelY evaluate the Kinetics occurring in 
activated sludge systems. 
:3. Tests specifical Jy designed to identify if the 
effluent substrate arises from the viable decay of viable 
:.olids. c•r· .;:..: .. :.. b·:.'pr·oduct c•f gr·oJ_,.;th metabolis-m v ..JOJJld f1Jther· 
clarifY the mechanisms occurring in the growth of biological 
1 ·-::. "? 
·-' i 
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TABLE XX 
CONTINUOUS UNIT OPERATIONAL DATA 
DATE F Xt ><e Vw Si Se 
MO./DA/YR L./DAY MG/L MG/L L/DAY MG/L MG/L 
============================================================ 
SEVEN DAY SRT REACTOR, VOLUME OF 2.86 LITERS 
11/15/84 6.48 2180 9 .383 
11/1~· 6.84 2260 13 .371 
11/17 6.84 2400 14 .371 
11/18 6.0 2260 6 .394 
11./19 6.48 2240 5 .395 
11/20 6.48 2180 19 .355 
1 L/21 7.92 2240 8 .382 
11/22 8.64 2220 7 .383 
11 .. /23 6.48 2480 6 .394 
11/24 6.48 2240 19 .357 
11/25 .., ? I o ._ 2120 9 .380 
11/26 7.2 2300 38 .294 
11/27 6.84 2220 4 .397 
11/28 8.28 2280 9 .377 
1 L· ... 28 7.92 2480 13 .369 
11/30 6.84 2140 7 .389 
12/1 7.2 2320 7 .388 306 5.8 
12/2 6.48 2100 7 .388 
12/3 6.48 2240 12 .376 
12/4 6.48 2180 9 .383 290 2.7 
12/5 6.48 2120 9 .383 
12/6 6.48 2020 17 .357 329 3.4 
12./7 6.48 2240 9 .384 
12/8 6.48 2280 5 .395 
12/9 7.2 2220 8 .384 
12/10 6.48 2280 10 .382 
12/11 5.76 2360 10 .386 4.2 
12/12 4.32 ' 2300 10 .391 
12/13 7.2 2200 7 .387 1 . 1 
12/14 7.2 2160 12 .371 
12 .. /15 7.2 2180 12 .371 2.5 
12/16 7.56 1880 225.30 
12/17 5.76 2140 11 .381 
12/18 7.92 2100 7 .383 342 1.6 
12/19 8.28 2060 6 .386 
12./20 8.64 2160 8 .378 239 2.9 
12 ....... 21 8.64 2160 0 .409 
12/22 7.2 2160 1 .405 238 1.9 
12/23 7.2 2460 8 .385 
12/24 7.2 2420 10 .380 
1.., ... ··":)1:' ~ ... ._._, 7.2 2220 0 .409 1 • 2 
12/26 6.48 2320 0 .409 
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TABLE XX <Continued) 
DATE F Xt Xe VIAl Si Se 
MO/DA,.FYR L./DAY MG/L MG/L L/DAY MG/L t1G/L 
============================================================ 
THREE DAY SRT REACTOR, VOLUME OF 2.86 LITERS 
12/27/85 7.92 2020 6 .933 1.3 
12/28 6.0 3460 0 .953 
12/29 6.84 2320 5 .941 
12/30 7.2 1280 3 .939 357 1 • 4 
12/31 9. 12 1340 4 .929 
1/"1/85 6.48 1580 4 .939 319 4 
1 /•":J 
·' ~ 6.91 1400 7 .923 
1/3 7.92 1260 1 .948 307 2.8 
1/4 6.91 1420 4 .937 
1/5 10.08 860 0 .953 
1/6 7.2 740 0 .953 
1//7 7.56 1000 2 .940 332 1 • 6 
1/8 6.0 2100 1 .951 
1/9 9.24 1340 3 .935 328 1 . 3 
1/10 5.51 700 0 .953 
1/11 7.92 1760 2 .945 229 1 • 6 
1/12 6.48 880 5 .922 
1/13 6.48 1220 7 .921 
1/14 7.56 1640 7 .925 327 2.6 
1/15 8. 06 1020 0 .953 
1/1 e. 6.12 1080 7 .920 321 4. 1 
1/17 8. 04 1140 5 .922 
1'-UNE DAY SRT REACTOR, VOLUME OF 2.86 LITERS 
1/18 7.2 1140 4 .294 304 2. 1 
1/19 4.32 1340 5 .303 
1/20 6.6 1280 3 .303 
1/21 6.0 2080 5 .304 389 1.8 
1./22 6.96 1920 6 .297 
1/23 7.2 2060 6 .298 346 2.7 
1/24 6.0 2200 10 .292 
1/25 6.48 2520 11 .291 
1./26 5.4 2400 7 .303 
1/27 6.48 2420 5 .305 
1/28 6.6 2020 7 .296 376 3.5 
1/29 6.24 2440 4 .308 
1/30 6.72 2780 7 .302 329 2.5 
1/31 7.56 2780 4 .307 
2/1 9. 07 2820 7 .296 296 2.8 
2/2 4.08 2420 13 .297 
2/3 5.04 2300 9 .299 
2/"4 6.72 2480 1 .315 315 1.7 
.-. /'C" 
S:../ -· 5. 04 2660 1 .316 
2 .. /6 4.8 3000 4 .312 313 1 
2/7 6.96 2560 1 .315 
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TABLE XX <Continued) 
DATE F Xt Xe Vw Si Se 
MO./DA/YR L/DAY MG./L MG./L L./DAY MG./L MG./L 
============================================================ 
NINE DAY SRT <CONT) 
2./8 6.96 3600 1 .316 
2./9 6.0 2460 4 .309 
2./10 5.64 3000 4 • 311 
2/11 6.0 2880 8 .302 349 3. 1 
2/12 6.0 2660 5 .307 
2/13 5.75 2880 4 .310 
2/14 6.0 2840 22 .273 
2./15 7.76 2980 8 .298 1.6 
2./1.!· 7.56 2880 4 .308 
2/17 7.2 3520 5 .308 
2,/18 7.2 2600 4 .307 1.8 
2/19 7.2 2460 3 .309 
2/20 7.2 2420 4 .306 2.3 
2/21 7.2 2740 10 .293 
2./.22 7.2 3140 17 .280 
TI,.JENTY DAY SRT REACTOR, VOLUME OF 2.92 
11/3/84 8.28 5760 5 • 139 264 .9 
11./4 6.7 5400 2 .144 
11/5 7.63 6700 4 .142 
11./6 8.64 5200 5 .138 285 1.3 
11/7 6.91 6000 4 • 141 
11./8 8.28 5100 6 .136 299 1 . 4 
11./9 6.48 6100 5 • 141 
11/10 6.48 5320 5 .140 
11./11 6.48 5020 14 .128 
11/"12 7.2 5840 9 .135 
11./13 7.56 5560 8 .135 
11/14 8.64 5860 5 . 139 
11./15 6.48 5380 6 .139 
11/16 6.84 5640 14 .129 
1 1,...'17 6.84 5660 16 .127 
11/18 6.0 5860 10 .136 
11/19 6.48 5960 10 .135 
11./20 6.48 5640 10 .135 
11/"21 7.92 5820 7 .137 
11/22 8.64 6100 10 .132 
11,/23 6.48 6840 9 .138 
11/24 6.48 6680 11 . 136 
11./25 7.2 6460 10 .135 
11/26 7.2 6860 10 . 136 
11/27 6.84 7560 5 .142 
11./28 8.28 6320 6 .138 
11/29 7.92 6460 16 .127 
11/30 6.48 7000 10 • 137 
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TABLE XX <Continued) 
DATE F Xt Xe Vw Si Se 
MO/DA/YR L/DAY MG/L MG/L L/DAY MG/L MG/L 
======================================================--===== 
TWENTY DAY SRT <CONT) 
12/1 7.2 7060 9 .137 367 4.7 
12/2 6.48 6140 7 .139 
12/3 6.48 6820 12 .135 
12/4 6.48 6520 8 .138 339 6.6 
12/5 6.48 5780 9 .136 
12/6 6.48 6460 10 .136 281 6.8 
12/7 6.48 6580 9 .137 
12/8 6.48 7240 6 • 141 
12/9 7.2 6980 3 .143 
12/10 6.48 7520 8 .139 
12/11 5.76 8900 5 .143 6 
12/12 4.32 8060 9 • 141 
12/13 7.2 6360 5 .140 3.2 
12/14 7.2 7520 7 • 1 ~:9 
12/15 7.2 6920 6 • 140 4.2 
12/16 7.56 6880 6 .140 
12/17 5.76 7440 11 .138 
12/18 7.92 6760 3 .143 319 3.9 
12/19 8.28 6260 3 .142 
12/20 8.64 7800 5 .141 276 2.8 
12/21 6.48 6500 4 • 142 
12/22 7.2 6940 7 .139 345 3.2 
12/23 7.2 6960 10 .136 
12/24 7.2 6620 4 .142 
12/25 7.2 7040 3 .143 3.7 
12/26 6.48 6140 3 .143 
12/27 7.92 6120 1 .145 .9 
12/28 6.0 6000 3 .143 
12/29 6.84 5900 4 .141 
12/30 7.2 5860 1 .145 386 1.3 
12/31 9.12 6840 5 .139 
1/1/85 6.48 6280 7 .139 311 4 
1/2 6.91 6500 11 .135 
1/3 7.92 5880 11 .278 277 6 
TWO DAY SRT REACTOR, VOLUME OF 2.92 LITERS 
1/18/85 7.2 1060 7 1.42 237 1 1 
1/19 4.32 980 1 1.46 
1/20 6.6 640 4 1.43 
1/21 6.0 680 4 1. 43 351 1.4 
1/22 6.96 920 4 1.44 
1/23 7.2 900 4 1. 43 348 2.6 
1/24 6.0 580 14 1.35 
1/25 6.48 520 12 1.34 
1/26 5.4 460 8 1.39 
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TABLE XX <Continued) 
DATE F Xt Xe Vw Si Se 
MO/DA/YR L/DAY MG/L MG/L L/DAY MG/L MG/L 
============================================================ 
TWO DAY SRT <CONT> 
1/27 6.48 660 18 1.32 
1/28 6.6 848 12 1. 39 425 6.8 
1/29 6.24 980 8 1.42 
1/30 6.72 1060 10 1 . 41 353 4.2 
1/31 7.56 980 12 1 . 38 
2/1 9.07 860 10 1. 37 301 3.2 
2 ..... ··2 4.08 700 4 1.45 
2/3 5.04 740 6 1.43 
2/4 6.72 600 2 1.44 374 1.7 
ONE AND A HALF DAY SRT REACTOR, VOLUME OF 2.92 LITERS 
2/5/85 5.04 800 4 1.93 
2/t. 4.8 580 4 1. 93 317 1.7 
2/7 6.96 600 0 1.95 
2 ... · ..·8 6.96 660 1 1.94 
2....-.. 9 6.0 660 5 1.92 
2/10 5.64 920 1 1. 94 
2/"11 6.0 800 7 1.91 457 4 
2./12 6.0 760 12 1. 88 
2/13 5.75 760 12 1.89 
2/14 6.0 820 3 1. 93 
2/15 7.76 580 8 1. 87 3.2 
ONE DAY SRT REACTOR, VOLUME OF 2.92 LITERS 
2 .. /16./'85 7.56 380 2 2.90 
2/17 7.2 560 2 2.91 
2/18 7.2 510 5 2.88 9.2 
2/19 7.2 720 6 2.88 
2/20 7.2 520 13 2.81 7.2 
0.9 DAY SRT REACTOR, VOLUME 2.92 LITERS 
2 ....... 21 7.2 320 10 3. 1 
'? /"•"::> '? 
._, ~4 7.2 130 0 
FIVE DAY SRT REACTOR, 1v 10LUME OF 2.85 LITERS 
12/22/84 7.92 1620 6 .523 244 2.2 
12/23 8.64 1820 11 .501 
12/24 7.2 3720 0 .570 
12/ .. 25 7.92 2600 4 .559 1.2 
12/"26 7.92 1520 0 .565 
12/27 7.92 3300 0 .570 .9 
12/28 4.0 3140 0 .570 
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TABLE XX <Continued) 
DATE F Xt Xe Vw Si Se 
MO./DA/YR L/DAY MG/L MG/L L/DAY MG/L MG/L 
============================================================ 
FI' .. )E DAY' SRT <CONT> 
12./29 9.0 1440 2 .558 
12/30 10.08 1500 0 .570 375 1.3 
12/31 10.08 2420 4 .554 
1./1/85 5.76 2140 3 .572 213 1 
1 ~ .. ·J / 4. 7.2 2460 4 .559 
1/3 "? '") {' ... 2140 0 .570 222 2.7 
1./4 7.2 1760 3 .559 
1/5 10.03 1580 3 .551 
1./6 8.64 1740 0 .570 
1/7 9.36 1660 4 .549 353 1.8 
1./8 4.32 1660 2 .565 
1/9 10.03 1980 4 .551 356 1.9 
1/10 4.32 2020 0 .570 
1/'11 8.64 1780 1 .565 238 1.9 
1/12 6.48 1760 9 .540 
1/13 7.2 2040 2 .563 
1/14 5.76 2720 8 .555 443 3.3 
1/15 9.36 1980 6 .543 
1/16 4.32 1980 14 .543 344 7.4 
1/17 8.64 2220 8 .541 
1/18 7.56 1560 8 .534 264 4 
1/19 3.6 1820 4 .563 
1/20 10.8 1740 2 .558 
1/21 4.8 1880 3 .563 341 1.7 
1/22 6.48 1740 9 .539 
FIFTEEN DAY SRT REACTOR, VOLUME OF 2.85 LITERS 
1/23/85 7.2 1940 5 .172 386 2.8 
1/24 4.7 2300 9 . 172 
1/25 4.7 2080 1 . 188 
1 .. /26 3.6 2160 7 .179 
1/27 7.2 2760 8 . 170 
1/28 6.48 3240 7 . 176 450 2.5 
1/29 6.48 3360 6 .179 
1/:30 6. 12 2920 13 .163 364 7.7 
1/31 10.08 3360 14 . 149 
2/1 12.24 2960 12 . 141 362 6. 1 
:2./'2 5.76 3180 4 .183 
.., -·-=> 
4./ w 7.2 3220 3 .183 
2/4 11 . 52 3900 0 . 190 351 2.7 
2/5 6.0 4320 1 . 189 
2/6 3.6 3920 14 .178 305 7 
2/7 7.2 3620 17 . 157 
2 ... l'8 7.2 3540 12 .166 
2,./9 5.76 4100 10 . 176 
DATE 
MO/DA/YR 
TABLE XX <Continued) 
F 
L./DAY 
Xt 
MG/L 
Xe 
MG/L 
VvJ 
L/DAY 
Si 
MG/L 
148 
Se 
MG/L 
============================================================ 
FIFTEEN DAY. SRT <CONT) 
2/10 4.68 3720 9 .179 
2/11 5.76 4620 11 . 177 444 3.8 
2/12 6.5 4360 14 . 170 
2./13 5.45 4500 11 .177 
2/14 4.8 4820 16 .1 75 
2./15 7. 06 4420 14 .168 4.6 
APPENDIX 8 
REGRESSION DATA 
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TABLE XXI 
SIMPLE LINEAR REGRESSION OF THE LINEARIZED 
KINCANNON/STOVER MODEL 
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NO. X VALUE Y VALUE NO. X VALUE Y VALUE 
Xt*',.J/F/S i Xt*',.J/F/( S i -Se) 
-------------------------------------------------------------
0.852 0.859 46 5.149 5.193 
2 1 . 113 1.119 47 10. 175 10.414 
·':) 
"' 
0.697 0.700 48 2.749 2.770 
4 0.920 0.930 49 1. 904 1 .937 
5 1. 305 1 • 321 50 3.736 3.816 
6 0.883 0.897 51 3.167 3.184 
7 1. 049 1. 057 52 1. 989 2.004 
8 0.943 0.947 53 9.099 9.218 
9 1 • 814 1. 902 54 6.157 6.178 
10 1. 572 1. 592 ,55 9.551 9.649 
11 1. 897 1 • 913 56 7.813 7.910 
12 2.775 2.795 57 7.694 7.724 
13 1 .265 1. 270 
14 1 • 139 1 . 145 57= N 
15 1. 482 1. 496 174.8 = SUM OF X 
16 2.186 2.207 176.6 = SUM OF Y 
17 1. 424 1. 430 807.1 = SUM OF X''2 
18 3.273 3.290 825.3 = SUM OF Y"2 
19 2.228 2.262 816.1 = SUM OF X*Y 
20 3.797 3.881 3.066 = X MEAN 
21 3.038 3.061 3.098 = Y MEAN 
22 2.467 2.487 1.013 = SLOPE 
23 1. 580 1. 589 -0.0083 = INTERCEPT 
24 1. 432 1.439 0.99994 = R 
25 3.816 3.863 0.99987 = RA2 
26 4.971 4.995 0.02561 = SD 
27 1 • 1 31 1 • 135 0.00066 = STAND VAR 
28 2.389 2.411 
29 3.605 3.634 
30 2.992 3.028 
31 2.217 2.228 
32 2.710 2.738 
33 3.318 3.349 
34 3.012 3.070 
35 3.686 3.728 
36 3. 117 3.144 
37 3.114 3.127 
38 5.711 5.729 
39 3.351 3.369 
40 3.004 3.033 
41 3.596 3.624 
42 2.310 2.331 
43 2.365 2.384 
44 2.569 2.581 
45 1. 490 1. 500 
11 
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Figu~e 25. Reg~ession Plot of the Linea~ized Kincannon/ 
Stove~ Model 
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NO. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
1~ ._.
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
~.., 
.... u ... 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
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TABLE XXI I 
SIMPLE LINEAR REGRESSION OF THE LINEARIZED 
LAWRENCE/MCCCARTY MODEL 
>< VALUE 
1/Se 
0.250 
0.588 
0.588 
0.313 
0.238 
0.147 
0.385 
0.714 
0.091 
0.244 
0.385 
0.625 
0.769 
0.625 
0.357 
0.333 
0.714 
0.588 
0.250 
0.135 
0.303 
0.526 
0.526 
0.556 
0.370 
1.000 
0.769 
0.455 
0.526 
0.345 
0.625 
0.294 
0.370 
0.172 
0.400 
0.455 
0.909 
1.000 
0.588 
0.357 
0.400 
0.286 
0.370 
0.556 
0.476 
Y VALUE NO. 
Xt*1·J/F/(Si -Se) 
0.859 46 
1 . 11 9 47 
0.700 48 
0.930 49 
1 . 301 50 
0.897 51 
1.057 52 
0.947 53 
1. 902 54 
1 .593 55 
1 . 913 56 
2.795 57 
1. 270 
1 • 145 
1. 496 
2.207 
1. 430 
3.290 
2.262 
3.881 
3.061 
2.487 
1. 589 
1.439 
3.862 
4.995 
1 . 135 
2.410 
3.634 
3.028 
2.228 
2.738 
3.349 
3. 070 
3.728 
3.144 
3.127 
5.729 
3.369 
3.033 
3.624 
2.331 
2.384 
2.581 
1. 500 
X VALUE Y VALUE 
0.263 5.193 
0.143 10.414 
0.370 2.770 
0. 164 1 .937 
0.130 3.816 
0.400 3.184 
0.357 2.004 
0.250 9.218 
0.769 6.178 
0.357 9.649 
0.256 7.910 
1 . 000 7.724 
57 = N 
25.44 = SUM OF X 
176.6 = SUM OF Y 
14.27 = SUM OF X"2 
825.3 = SUM OF Y"2 
78.99 = SUM OF X*Y 
0.446 =X MEAN 
3.098 = Y MEAN 
0.0655 =SLOPE 
3.0687 = INTERCEPT 
0.00671 = R 
0.000044 = R"2 
2.24923 = SD 
5.05905 = STAND VAR 
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Figure 26. Regression of the Linearized Lawrence/f"'lcCar t >' 
Mc•de 1 
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TABLE XXI I I 
SIMPLE LINEAR REGRESSION OF THE MCKINNEY 
EFFLUENT SUBSTRATE MODEL 
X VALUE 
Se 
4 
1.7 
1 . 7 
3.2 
4.2 
6.8 
2.6 
1.4 
11 
4. 1 
2.6 
1.6 
1 • 3 
1 . 6 
2.8 
3 
1 • 4 
1.7 
4 
7.4 
3.3 
1 . 9 
1.9 
1 . 8 
2.7 
1 
1 •':) 
•'-' 
2.2 
1 . 9 
2.9 
1 . 6 
3.4 
2.7 
5.8 
2.5 
2.2 
1.1 
1 
1.7 
2.8 
2.5 
3.5 
2.7 
1 . 8 
2. 1 
Y VALUE 
F<Si-Se)/V 
930.8 
518.3 
856.8 
925.1 
802.7 
945.2 
851.7 
718.4 
557.3 
678.1 
857.5 
629.7 
1055.5 
873.4 
842.4 
716.0 
895.2 
571.5 
689.7 
510.2 
888.7 
715.8 
1246.2 
1153.4 
554.0 
428.5 
1321.7 
671.9 
594.4 
713.3 
942.6 
737.7 
650.9 
755.7 
638.4 
769.7 
761 . 1 
523.6 
736.1 
929.8 
767.2 
866.5 
864.3 
806.0 
760.0 
NO. 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
X VALUE Y VALUE 
3.8 889.7 
7 376.4 
2.7 1407.9 
6. 1 1528.5 
7.7 765.1 
2.5 1017.5 
2.8 968. 1 
4 681.3 
1.3 948.6 
2.8 808.4 
3.9 854.7 
1 745.8 
57 = N 
172 = SUM OF X 
46214.8 = SUM OF Y 
732.22 = SUM OF X"2 
40220513 = SUM OF Y"2 
136858.4 = SUM OF K*Y 
3.017 =X MEAN 
810.8 = Y MEAN 
-12.180 = SLOPE 
847.54 = INTERCEPT 
-o .10724 = R 
0.01150 = R"2 
222.324 = so 
49428.2 = STAND VAR 
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Figure 27. Regression of the McKinney Effluent Substrate 
Model 
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TABLE XXIV 
SIMPLE LINEAR REGRESSION OF THE MCKINNEY 
LIMITING SOLIDS MODEL 
X VALUE Y VALUE NO. X VALUE Y VALUE 
Xt F/(Si-Se)/V 
800 930.8 46 4620 889.7 
580 518.3 47 3920 376.4 
600 856.8 48 3900 1407.9 
860 925.0 49 2960 1528.5 
1060 802.7 50 2920 765.1 
848 945.2 51 3240 1017.5 
900 851.7 52 1940 968.1 
680 718.4 53 6280 681 .3 
1060 557.3 54 5860 948.6 
1080 678.1 55 7800 808.4 
1640 857.5 56 6760 854.7 
1760 629.7 57 5760 745.8 
1340 1055.5 
1000 873.4 57= N 
1260 842.4 133748 = SUM OF X 
1580 716.0 46214.8 = SUM OF Y 
1280 895.2 4.5E+08 = SUM OF X"2 
1880 571.5 40220513 = SUM OF Y"2 
1560 689.7 1 .1 E+08 = SUM OF X*Y 
1980 510.2 2346 .. 5 = X MEAN 
2720 888.7 810.8 = Y MEAN 
1780 715.8 0.0059 = SLOPE 
1980 1246.2 796.93 = INTERC~PT 
1660 1153.4 0.04153 = R 
2140 554.0 0.00172 = RA2 
2140 428.5 223.421 = SD 
1500 1321 . 7 49917.0 = STAND VAR 
1620 671.9 
2160 594.4 
2160 713.3 
2100 942.6 
2020 737.7 
2180 650.9 
2320 755.7 
2380 638.4 
2420 769.7 
2380 761 • 1 
3000 523.6 
2480 736.1 
2820 929.8 
2780 767.2 
2020 866.5 
2060 864.3 
2080 806.0 
1140 760.0 
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Figure 28. Regression Plot of the McKinney Limiting Volatile 
So 1 i ds Mode 1 
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TABLE XX'v' 
SIMPLE LINEAR REGRESSION OF THE YIELD 
AND ENDOGENOUS TERMS 
X VALUE Y VALUE NO. X VALUE Y VALUE 
F*<Si -Se)/XT/~J 1/SRT 
1.164 0.667 46 0. 193 0.067 
0.894 0.667 47 0.096 0. 067 
1.428 0.5 48 0. 361 0.067 
1 . 076 0.5 49 0. 51~. 0.067 
0.757 0.5 50 0.262 0.067 
1 . 115 0.5 51 0.314 0.067 
0.946 0.5 52 0.499 0.067 
1. 056 0.5 53 0.108 0.05 
0.526 0.5 54 0. 162 0.05 
0.628 0.333 55 0.104 0.05 
0.523 0.333 56 0.126 0.05 
0.358 0.333 57 0.129 0.05 
0.788 0.333 
0.873 0.333 57 = N 
0.669 0.333 27.56 = SUM OF X 
0.453 0.333 12.59 = SUM OF Y 
0.699 0.333 18.52 = SUM OF XA2 
0.304 0.200 4.294 = SUM OF YA2 
0.442 0.200 8.383 = SUM OF X*Y 
0.258 0.200 0.484 =X MEAN 
0.327 0.200 0.220 = Y MEAN 
0.402 0.200 0.4420 = SLOPE 
0.629 0.200 0.0072 = INTERCEPT 
0.695 0.200 0.81876 = R 
0.259 0.200 0.670368 = RA2 
0.200 0.200 0.09521 = SD 
0.881 0.200 0.00906 = STAND VAR 
0.415 0.200 
0.275 0.143 
0. 330 0 .143 
0.449 0. 143 
0.365 0. 143 
0.299 0.143 
0.326 0 .143 
0.268 0. 143 
0.318 0.143 
0. 320 0. 143 
0.175 0 . 111 
0.297 0 . 111 
0.330 0 • 111 
0.276 0 . 111 
0.429 0.111 
0.420 0 . 111 
0.388 0 • 111 
0.667 0 . 111 
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Figure 29. Regression Plot to Determine the Yield and 
Endogenous Factor 
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